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1. 0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

i. 1 INTRODUCTION

This IS th_nal report_ a 4-month engineering study to provide a conceptual

design of a _unar base system for lunar exploration as a part of Project

Apollo. The study was performed by The Boeing Company with a team of indus-

try associates for the NASA Office of Manned Space Flight under Contract NASw-

792.

The system and subsystem functional analyses and conceptual design accomplished

in this study are summarized in Volume I, and reported in detail in Volumes II

and III of the final study report, Boeing Document D2-100057. Significant data

abstracted from Volumes II and III are compiled in a data book, Volume IV of
D2-100057.

1.1.1 Background

Lunar exploration may move into reality with the initiation of the landing of two

men on the lunar surface in this decade. While the emphasis during this period

will be on the first manned landing, it seems not too early to take a closer look

at what might possibly follow this initial landing and how the major elements of

Project Apollo may best be used. A program of scientific and exploratory work

on the Moon is the rational sequel to and is virtually implicit in the present

national commitment to manned lunar landing. The exact course of lunar surface

exploration and exploitation cannot be predicted at present. Uncertainties exist

in many areas, including detailed data on the lunar surface characteristics and

environment, the level of funding of lunar operations, and the relative importance

of many possible lunar missions. However, many probable lunar missions will

require support by facilities on the lunar surface. Although the size, lifetime,

and purpose of these facilities will vary with the specific mission, all must per-

form the fundamental functions of providing shelter, life support, power, com-

munications, and surface mobility.

An acceptable lunar exploration support system concept must capitalize on the

similarities that are certain to exist in any lunar facility, and yet must retain

sufficient flexibility to accommodate the many uncertainties. Retention of flexi-

bility appears to be a reasonable objective if some departure from optimum

design is acceptable.

1.1.2 Objectives and Scope of Study

The basic objective of the study was to provide a conceptual design of a modular

lunar base system within the criteria set forth by NASA in RFP 10-1132

(Reference 1) and summarized in Section 1.1.3.



To meet this objective in the 4-month study, Boeing accomplished the following:

1) Each major subsystem was defined and analyzed parametrically, from the
minimum function for the specified 90-day-stay, two-man operation with

limited transportation, to the 2-year system with an 18-man population.

2) Subsystem requirements were then applied to an analysis of modules designed
to meet the requirements. Logical modules were derived to fulfill the needs

of varying base sizes and deployment up to 18-man base complexes. The func-

tion of each was defined and the limits of desired functional capabilities were

established.

3) A conceptual design of each module has been prepared. Dimensions, config-

uration and weight estimates, and operating characteristics and limits are

provided.

4) The interfaces between modules and subsystems have been defined. The ef-
fect of these interfaces on base design weight, operating manhours, and per-

formance were investigated to determine the impact on selected base complexes.
Estimates of the flow of communications, materials, energy, and personnel

have been prepared.

5} Concepts for installation, operation, and maintenance of several base sys-
tems of various degrees of complexity and lifetime have been delineated.

6} An analysis was made to determine quantities of materials required for in-

stallation, operation, and maintenance. The analysis considered base size,

lifetime, degree of logistics independence, and activity level. The resulting
data is summarized in the form of logistics plans for typical base systems.

Throughout the study, an attempt was made to identify areas where intensive added

study and experimental tests are required. The nature and extent of such added
effort are summarized.

1.1.3 Study Ground Rules

The general guidelines under which the 4-month study was conducted are contained
in the work statement enclosed with NASA RFP 10-1132. These criteria, as mod-

ified by supplemental instructions, are summarized below.

1.1.3.1 NASA Outline Concept of Lunar Exploration System

A° General

The system will consist of a family of prefabricated modules that can be
assembled on or below the lunar surface in a variety of arrays to support

a range of missions. The design will facilitate expansion of installations

both to increase capacity and to decrease dependence on resupply from Earth.



B. Criteria

1. As a fundamental criterion, the system must be compatible with its

primary mission of providing basic facility support to a variety of
scientific missions.

2. All modules of the system must be transportable on lunar logistic car-

riers foreseen for the period 1970 to 1975. (Payload restraints imposed

by Saturn V, which is the limiting carrier, are outlined in Section

1.1.3.2.)

3. The system must be adaptable to installations in the specified range of

lunar environments.

4. Modules must be designed for 1 year of unattended storage on the lunar

surface prior to use.

5. The system must be adaptable to small outposts manned by as few as

2 men and to large installations occupied by as many as 18 men.

6. The system must be adaptable to both temporary and permanent installa-

tions. Elements must be suitable for outposts with useful lives as short

as 90 days and for more permanent installations with life expectancies

of sev¢ral years. In addition, the design must facilitate evolution of

the former into the latter.

7. System must be feasible for development by 1970 to 1974.

8. The design of the system must consider the high cost of: (1) effective

manhours of working time on the lunar surface, and (2) transportation

of materials and equipment from Earth to Moon.

9. For missions of long duration, the design should permit individuals to

remain on the lunar surface for up to 6 months before rotation back to
Earth.

10. The design should make maximum use of natural lunar materials when:

(1) there is a high probability that this is feasible, and (2) detailed

analysis indicates thai use of these materials will yield substantial

advantages.

11. The base system must be useful during periods when the capability to

transport men and materials to the Moon is severely limited. For the

purpose of early planning, it should be assumed that, under the most

austere conditions, one successful Apollo or Saturn V lunar logistic

system shot will be available for lunar base operations each eight weeks.

In less austere conditions, monthly launches may be assumed.

C. Subsystem Concepts

The following tentative descriptions of the major subsystems of the lunar

base were provided by NASA as an initial guide to the study.



1. PersonnelShelter-- Thebasic moduleof the lunar basesystemwill be
a shelter designedto houseseveral men. It will have integral life sup-
port, power, andcommunicationequipment,andcouldfunction virtually
aloneasthe principal elementof a small temporary outpost. In larger
installations, separatesubsystemswill provide additional capabilities
for life support, power, andcommunicationsandthe equipmentinstalled
in the shelters maybe retainedprimarily as standbyfor emergencyuse.

2. Life Support-- This subsystemwill consist of several modules;the
numberwill dependon the populationof the baseandthe desireddegree
of logistic independence. In larger, more permanentinstallations, the
basic life supportmoduleswill besupplementedby additional regenera-
tive equipmentto reducethe needfor resupply of consumablematerials.
Theultimate basecomplexmayinclude modulesto generatelife support
materials from lunar resources.

3. Power-- For other than the smallest installations, nuclear power plants

will serve as the basic source of energy. A single plant may be used for

short missions and during the early phases of base development, but mul-

tiple plants of standard design will be the usual source of power.

4. Fuel-- In the smallest installations, the fuel system will consist of mod-

ules that store and dispense fuel shipped from Earth. To reduce the log-

istic burden to a minimum, larger installations will be equipped with

additional modules that regenerate fuel from engine combustion products

using energy drawn from the nuclear plants. In the ultimate base, ad-

ditional modules may make up fuel system losses by generating fuel

materials from lunar resources.

5. Communications and Control-- The basic module of this subsystem will

provide local and Moon to Earth communications. In addition, it will

serve as a navigation aid to spacecraft.

6. Vehicles and Mobile Equipment-- Construction and operation of a lunar

base will require vehicles for material handling, surface modification,

transportation, and reconnaissance. In design, the practicability of

multipurpose vehicles will be explored.

7. Maintenance- Maintenance modules will provide installations of various

sizes with the capability to maintain vehicles and installed equipment.

8. Mission Support Equipment-- Specialized equipment to support specific

scientific missions will be developed separately and will not be consid-

ered part of the lunar base system.

1. 1.3.2 Earth to Moon Transportation Payload Restraints -- Preliminary Saturn

V lunar logistic vehicle payload restraints are summarized below:



Maximum diameter: 260 inches;

Minimum height above lunar surface: 70 to 260 inches;

Maximum launch acceleration: 8 g's;

Maximum landing acceleration: 15 g's;

Maximum payload weight: 25_000 Earth pounds;

Maximum horizontal distance of center of gravity from
Bus axis: 14 inches;

Payload center of gravity as low as possible;

Payload supported on periphery;

Overall height unrestricted, within reasonable limits.

Further adjustments in these restraints will obviously occur as the transport

vehicle and payload designs evolve.

Crew transportation capability is presently limited to the two-man lunar excursion

module. NASA Project Management has indicated that an advanced Apollo may

logically be expected to carry three men to the lunar surface in 1970 to 1975.

This latter capability was assumed in the phasing of base installation and manning.
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1.2 PROBLEM AREAS

Problem areas defined in this study have suggested a number of technical inves-

tigations that appear to warrant further detailed study and experimentation.

Knowledge gained thereby may be valuable or essential to appropriate planning

for the Apollo mission, the lunar base, and even for extended manned exploration

of space. These problems are described here to enlarge the picture of initial

concepts (which includes definition of recognized frontiers), to delineate present

understanding, and as a recommendation for urgent attention. Problems recog-

nized in the areas of Environment, Materials, Man, Mobility, and Mission are

the subjects of the suggested future investigations.

1.2.1 Environment

1.2.1.1 Radiation- The particulate-radiation studies begun at Boeing, in con-

sultation with Dr. W. R. Webber, should be extended to determine the incidence

and effects of "heavy" particles, which appear to compose a substantial portion

of the radiation at the Moon. Studies should include experimental measurements

and analyses of data to estimate the probabilities of biological effects as related

to shielding.

1.2.1.2 Meteoroids and Meteoroid Shielding w Wide discrepancies still exist,

from parallel sources of data, in estimates of the lunar meteoroid flux. In

addition, the effects of hypervelocity particles on materials need examination.

Existing test data are limited to velocities below 30,000 fps with most below

20,000 fps. Testing of proposed systems or material is required above 60,000

fps to determine the spacing and material properties of barrier elements needed

for shielding against meteoroids. Self-sealing configurations or techniques to

repair impact-damaged structures should be developed.

1.2.1.3 Thermal Control- Unique solutions are required for the temperature-

control problems on the Moon. Although the suggested approaches to these

problems are feasible, additional thermal analyses are required that consider

not only the analytical problem but also the manifold requirements of the thermal-

control system and the interrelationships between the thermal-control system

and the rest of the shelter system.

1.2.1.4 Low-Frequency Lunar Communications System mImproved definition

is required of the antenna and propagation problems associated with a voice-

communications system for lunar operations. The system must be capable of

providing a link between the base and points beyond line of sight on the Moon.

The study should include a theoretical analysis of ground wave propagation over

curved ground having conductivities on the order of 10 -4 to 10 -3 mhos per meter

and surface roughness similar to the mountainous terrain of the Moon.

6



An experimentalprogram shouldbe conductedin conjunctionwith the theoretical
studies. Propagationstudiescould beperformedat microwavefrequenciesona
one-millionth scale modelof the Moon. Sinceantennascannotbemodeledto this
scale, actual antennaconfigurationsmust betestedin low-conductivity areas
suchas SanDiego, California.

1.2.1.5 Power-Generation System Startup-- The techniques and problems of

remote terrestrial, automatic lunar, and manual lunar modes of control for

startup of fuel cell and nuclear systems should be investigated and compared
in detail.

1.2.1.6 Electrical Equipment and Transmission Line Cooling--Cooling con-

figurations and rating for various types of lunar-base electrical equipment are

required to support future development effort. A detailed study should be made

to obtain ratings for a family of wires and cables suitable for lunar power trans-

mission, including analysis of applicable cooling configurations.

1.2.2 Materials

1.2.2.1 Thermal Cycle Effects- The lunar environment would appear to

aggravate some of the difficulties arising from thermal history in materials.

For the alloys and compounds of principal interest, generalized investigations

would help to increase design and mission assurance.

1.2.2.2 Cold Welding- Effects of ultrahigh vacuum on properties of materials

are still only slightly known. Systematic studies can establish narrower bound-

aries on properties of idealized materials. In addition, for practical design,

the need remains for invention and ingenuity so that materials, structures, coat-

ings, and seals will function on the Moon in complicated systems with the flexi-

bility or freedom of choice taken for granted on Earth.

1.2.2.3 Evaluation and Development of Lightweight and High-Modulus Alloys --

Improved material properties will permit the attainment of lighter weight through

more efficient structure, and also will provide improved meteoroid and radiation

shielding. Experimental investigations should include:

1) Further fabrication and joining research on beryllium, beryllium alloys,

and magnesium alloys, including adhesive bonding;

2) High-velocity impact testing above 60,000 fps on the lightweight alloys;

3) Investigation of toxicity hazards caused by sputtering or spalling of beryl-

lium or its alloys;

4) Development of design data on fracture toughness of the light alloys;

5) Biaxial load testing of subscale tanks incorporating simulated flaws.



1.2.2.4 Development of Plastics and Elastomers- Principal development

effort is required in the areas of seals, sealants, and structural applications.

Operationally suitable hatch seals must be developed and tested for prolonged

periods of time under irradiation and high-vacuum conditions. Subsystem com-

ponents such as cryogenic and lubrication seals must be developed. More

development in nonfoaming sealants and adhesives is required.

High-hydrogen-content plastics should be investigated for their radiation-

shielding properties. Foaming and nonfoaming resins should be investigated as

binders for lunar soil.

I.2.2.5 Thermal Coatings -- Development of thermal control coatings is still

in the laboratory stage and has not progressed to a usable system. The coatings

are quite brittle and require sintering to achieve water insolubility. Testing has

not progressed to wavelengths shorter than 2000 /_. Wavelengths shorter than

4400 _ have largely been neglected; this is the range that causes the greatest

darkening of zinc oxide.

Binders should be investigated that are more practical in application and will

give adequate corrosion protection before launch. The siloxane-type binders,

using a magnesium-oxide filler, show promise. Vibration, salt spray, and

thermal cycling should be conducted on large panels. Testing at short wave-

lengths should not be neglected.

1.2.2.6 Lunar Surface and Subsurface Analysis m The detailed composition

and engineering behavior of the lunar surface and subsurface must be known to

permit the rational design of lunar support facilities. Four major categories

of research are required:

1) Mapping of the Moon's surface;

2) Study of lunar soil formation and general nature of surface and subsurface

materials;

3) Terrestrial simulation of lunar soils;

4) Theoretical and experimental determination of lunar soil properties and

mobility problems, construction problems, and soil stabilization problems.

1.2.2.7 Vacuum Cratering- Knowledge of the effect of reduced atmospheric

pressure on the size of craters formed in a granular medium by a known quantity

of chemical explosives at various scaled burst depths is required to evaluate the

feasibility of blasting techniques on the Moon. A pilot test series should be

planned initially to determine facility requirements and to delineate problems

arising from the detonation of explosives in a vacuum environment.

8



1.2.3 Man

1.2.3.1 Effect of Prolonged Reduced Pressure on Man -- Human response to

various pressures and compositions of atmospheres has vital importance to

lunar base design, especially at the lower pressures. Assured establishment

of human tolerance to very low pressures over a reasonable tour of duty would

add greatly to the assurance of a design based on such low-pressure criteria.

1.2.3.2 Multiple Environmental Stress m Data are needed that define the effects

of multiple environmental stress on man in support of transit and surface opera-

tions, and to recommend acceptable tolerance levels. The scope of investigation

should be to determine, by simulation of mission profiles, the effects of space

environments on the individual. Such tests should determine the modes of stress

interaction and accumulation, and acceptable tolerance levels for man.

1.2.3.3 Psychological and Physiological Problems m Physiological investiga-

tions should include problems of decompression sickness, optimum carbon-

dioxide concentration at low pressure, the effects of nonstandard gas proportions,

long-term toxicity to trace contaminants, mutation of harmless microbiological

species to pathogenic forms, and the effects of reduced gravity on the circulatory

system, nervous system, and skeletal strength.

Psychological investigations should include isolation, danger, and various diffi-

culties that cause irrational action and serious errors by crew members.

1.2.3.4 Space Suit Limitations- A durable, highly mobile pressure suit is

needed for operations on the lunar surface. The degree to which such a suit is

feasible will strongly influence the design and operational plan of the base. A

feasibility and preliminary design study should determine at an early date what

limitations will be imposed by pressure-suit considerations.

1.2.4 Mobility

Definition is required of a vehicle family for the support of lunar surface opera-

tions with emphasis on providing an optimum relation of support capability to

mission requirements. Surface vehicle classifications, such as multipurpose

versus single-purpose, modular versus single unit, and interchangeable body

versus tractor/trailer, should be considered. In addition, flight modes should

be evaluated for special lunar surface operations, including obstacle crossing

and long-distance travel.

1.2.5 Mission

1.2.5.1 Lunar Exploration Definition _Rational specifications are needed to

define the scope of, and techniques for accomplishment of, lunar exploration.

Improved knowledge in this area is necessary to permit a more exact derivation

of lunar support facilities requirements. An important element in analysis of



lunar supportfacility requirements is, therefore, a more exactknowledgeof
probablemission activities, basedon the analysisof mission goalsandtheir
relative valueandmission techniqueeffectiveness.

1.2.5.2 Lunar Exploration Cosf Effectiveness- The cost effectiveness of a

program of lunar exploration is related to the cost of support facilities delivered

to the Moon and the value of the research accomplished. Although an absolute

evaluation of these factors {especially of the value of research) is not practical

at this time, a parametric approach may be employed to relate cost effectiveness

trends to a range of mission value assumptions.
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i. 3 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The initial lunar exploration system concept developed in this study has been

successful in defining a family of subsystem modules suited to a wide range of

base sizes and durations and to mission support requirements. This current

definition of the initial concept should be further refined through more detailed

subsystem studies, accompanied by a continuing system integration effort in

preparation for hardware development and testing well in advance of Apollo flight

dates.

An orderly extension of the Apollo program will not permit delay. Therefore,

not all information on the lunar environment will be positively known before lunar

exploration support system plans are finalized and actual construction and test

of equipment is begun.

When a reasonable amount of environmental knowledge of the Moon is acquired,

designs should be completed and hardware manufactured and tested. A reason-

able time for completing preliminary studies and starting the R&D phase would

be 4 years before the anticipated accomplishment of the current Apollo program.

Subsystems would be provided in a timely program, and the base with all its

associated equipment should then be assembled and tested in a simulated lunar

environment. Plans and equipment should be modified as new lunar environ-

mental data indicates the need for such adjustment. Thus, there would be no

appreciable time lag between the completion of the currently planned Apollo

• launches and the initiation of the more comprehensive phase of the Apollo lunar-

exploration program.

Conclusions reached in the technical studies are included throughout the final

report document. The principal conclusions and recommendations are summar-

ized in Section 10.0 of Volume II. Of these, the following are considered most

significant for continuing studies.

1.3.1 System Requirements

Lunar-exploration support-system reqtlirements will vary widely with the type

and scope of scientific mission activity planned. This conclusion applies especial-

ly to the general parameters of crew size and system duration, and to the specific

parameter of lunar-surface mobility capability. Realistic and definitive lunar-

exploration mission goals and schedules should be formulated to guide an improved

definition of support system requirements. Definitions of goals should include

specification of their relative value.

1.3.2 Mission Operations

Lunar exploration may proceed on a gradually expanding evolutionary scale,

from a small initial program to an eventual major base installation, without

11



penaltyon a gross cost-effectivenessbasis. Developmentof a lunar-exploration
supportsystem shouldcontinueto emphasizethe modular conceptto ensurepro-
vision for system evolutionpotential.

Thesurface roving modeof lunar mobility is best suited to effective lunar sur-
facereconnaissance. Flight modesare suitable for quick, long-range, point-
to-point transportation andfor obstaclecrossing, but are muchless competitive
economicallyfor stop-and-gotravel andare not too attractive for one-stop
reconnaissanceuse.

Surfaceroving vehicle developmentshouldbe emphasized,including the studyof
meansfor obtainingvehicle rangeandcrew durationcapabilities extendingup
to a mobile baseconcept. Flight-modeapplicationsshouldbeanalyzedfurther,
andinitial systemconceptsconfigured.

Quantitativeprojections of Apollo space-suit limitations shouldbe factored into
lunar-mission andsupport-systemplanningat anearly date. Anyresulting
indicationsof incompatibility of theseprojections with desired mission accom-
plishmentsshouldsignal acceleratedinvestigationof automationsubstitutes.

1.3.3 Logistics Considerations

A goalof theexploration support-systemdevelopmentshouldbe the reduction
of crew transportation traffic throughprovision of large capacityvehicles and
increasedallowablecrew stay-time. Developmentof the LH2/LO2 multiple
missionmoduleconceptshouldbepursued, with possibleapplicationsas a lunar
logistic vehicle, advancedApollo service module, andadvancedLEM descent
stage. Detailed studies of large-capacity Apollo- andLEM-type spacecraft,
consistentwith advancedSaturnperformance in direct flight, Earth-orbit refuel-

ing, and lunar-orbit rendezvous modes, should be pursued.

The feasibility of synthesizing fuel and life-support expendables from lunar raw

materials is essentially unquestioned from the standpoint of the chemistry

involved. However, because of the effectiveness of regeneration of these same

materials from most using subsystems, it is not clear that a strong demand for

synthesis exists. Further overall mission requirement and support-system

analysis is required before development of synthesis equipment can be justified.

1.3.4 Base Installation

Surface emplacement of a base is feasible and is preferable to subsurface em-

placement. Surface emplacement does not require unloading the basic shelter

from the lunar logistic vehicle. Personnel shelters and other vulnerable ele-

ments should be designed to accommodate lunar soil coverage. The concept

of an expandable caisson, built as part of the structure of the shelter to hold the

soil cover, should be developed.
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No single set of construction equipmentnowseemssufficiently flexible for soil
excavationandplacementat lunar sites thatvary widely in surfaceandsubsurface
characteristics. It is premature to selectanyonetypeor family for preliminary
design.

1.3.5 SystemDesign

Shelter--Design of a basic, six-man, lunar shelter with integratedmeteoroid
andradiation shielding adequatefor 1 yearof storage andsubsequent3-month
occupancyis feasiblewithin the SaturnV/LLV payloadlimits. For longer oper-
ations, theseshelters shouldbe coveredwith lunar soil for addedprotection
against the environment. A 2-foot-thick layer of soil covering the shelter will
provide the necessaryshielding for up to 2years of operations, assumingper-
sonnelare rotated at 6-month intervals. Incorporatinganexpandablecaissonin
the shelter designto retain the soil cover is feasible.

Life Support -- Life-support requirements can be met with the same techniques

contemplated for advanced Earth-orbital systems, except for thermal control.

New techniques will be required for thermal control. During the lunar day,

reflective-radiation concepts may be used for heat rejection. Internally generated

heat will be required to assist in temperature control during storage, possibly

from an easily shielded radioisotope heat source.

Decompression sickness from pressure suit operation is a major factor in select-

ing the cabin atmosphere. A_ oxygen-nitrogen atmosphere of 6.0 psia is recommended

for the personnel shelters.

Power --The study confirms that nuclear-reactor power is the superior generation

concept for all but the smallest bases. It appears feasible to provide by 1971 any

of the four base power subsystems considered in the study.

The SNAP 8 100-kilowatt, two-alternator system appears to be a very practical,

reliable power module for application to large central nuclear powerplants on

advanced bases. It is recommended that further studies be made to verify a

practical module size and that developmdnt effort be initiated on the long-lead

elements of such a system.

The small integral shelter power system should be developed for the 90-day base

application. The fuel-cell/solar-cell system appears to be the most practical

concept; however, intensive studies should be made to evaluate and compare

radioisotope concepts in the 1.5- to 3.0-kilowatt range.

The use of lunar materials for shielding appears to be more practical and less

expensive than the use of Earth-supplied materials.
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Communications --Lunar-base communication requirements may be met with

techniques that are well within the state of the art, except for point-to-point

communications beyond the line of sight on the lunar surface. Existing and

planned elements of the Apollo network may be used.

The use of LF (approximately 50 kc) surface-to-surface communication appears

feasible and practical for the transmission of voice or telegraphy data beyond

the line of sight between the lunar base to either a roving vehicle or a remote

outpost. This concept also provides an aid to exploration and a means of navi-

gation on the lunar surface with modest transmitter power and a simply erected

horizontal dipole antenna. Further analysis and experimental tests are required.

Surface Mobility m The concept of a basic four-wheel mobile vehicle with extra

pairs of powered wheels that may be attached for extending surface traversing

capabilities, and fixtures that may be attached for material handling and con-

struction tasks, should be adopted for the lunar-exploration support application.

The vehicle and associated modules should be designed and tested in suitable test

areas that most nearly simulate the lunar environment. The flexible chassis

principle should be used for the mobility extension module and should be con-

sidered for use in the basic four-wheel module.

For exploration trips longer than those described in this study, the advantages

that may come out of the development of vehicles scaled to comprise an entire

LL¥ payload should be examined.

Long-range flight-mode propellant requirements are so large that the concept

appears to be practical only in combination with the synthesis of propellants from

lunar materials.

Fuel -- Cryogenics (H2, O2, N2) can be stored on the Moon for 1 year of un-

attended storage plus base operational periods. Regeneration of water into liquid

hydrogen and liquid oxygen is both feasible and desirable for the larger bases.

Modular concepts for fuel storage are not entirely practical because fuel require-

ments do not follow in logical increments from base to base.

Maintenance --The study has revealed both incentive and encouragement for

minimizing rather than facilitating servicing and repair. Maximum reliability

plus a modest fault-correction capability of the crew, rather than maximum

maintainability, should become a major lunar-base design goal. The reduction

of maintenance requirements should be pursued through design to eliminate all

possible servicing needs during the projected base life, rather than through

automated servicing or self-repair, which may degrade rather than improve

reliability. The true impact of various maintenance needs on lunar-base opera-

tions will remain indeterminate until some conclusive evaluations of space-suit

effectiveness in the lunar environment become available.
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2. 0 SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The basic modular concept, together with the stated ground rules and implied

mission objectives, were the starting point for systems analyses aimed at guiding

the subsystems investigations and contributing to the overall concept definition.

Maximum use of Apollo system elements was considered. As the subsystem

aspects of the base concept were developed, meaningful concepts for base instal-

lation, operation, maintenance, and logistics support were outlined.

Subsystem analysis effort started with technical investigations of ways to satisfy

functional requirements, and proceeded to the selection of specific modular con-

cepts logically matched to the base concept.

Design integration was accomplished by combining the subsystem module inform-

ation with concepts for base installation, operation, maintenance, and logistic

support to synthesize, on a total system basis, an improved definition of the

initial base concept. This synthesis included considerations of base arrange-

ments, packaging of base modules into lunar logistics vehicle (LLV) payloads,

and resolution of the interface relationships between subsystems and modules

of the base complex.
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2.2 PHYSICALENVIRONMENT

Thespecification of the lunar surfaceenvironmentwasderived principally from
NASARFP 10-1132. The only significant supplementto this guidancewas the
further detailing of the definition of the radiation environmentassociatedwith
solar flares. Thelunar environmentwasconsideredin four major categories;
(1}generalenvironment, either not dependenton location or averagedover
relatively large areas, (2}surfaceand subsurfacecharacteristics of the lithosphere,
(3) radiation, and (4) meteoroid flux.

2.2.1 General Environment

General environmental parameters were assumed as follows:

Atmospheric pressure: 14 x 10 -13 psi

Maximum surface temperature: 390 ° +20°K

Minimum surface temperature: 110 ° +25_K

Thermal conductivity, surface material: 3 x 10 .5 to 3 x 10 .6 cal/cm-sec

Thermal conductivity, rock: 4 x 10 .3 cal/cm-sec

Electrical conductivity: 3.4 x 10 .4 mhos/meter

2.2.2 Surface and Subsurface Characteristics

The lithologic units assumed to be exposed at the lunar surface are as follows:

Very porous insulating layer, probably of silicate composition;

Finely divided material, or dust, principally of silicate composition;

"Rock froth" similar to volcanic ash associated with volcanism;

Shock breccia, composed principally of poorly sorted silicate fragments;

Crystalline silicate material similar to terrestrial rocks.

Using these five lithologic units, the stratigraphy of each of three sites was

specified to provide a range of surface ehvironment parameters for design pur-

poses. The examples are representative of premare, mare, and postmare

surfaces.
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Physical characteristics of the surface material are summarizedbelow.

SURFACEMATERIAL PARAMETERS

Unit SpecificGravity

Bearing
AcousticVelocity Strength

(feet/sec) (psi)

Porous

Insulating

Material - 0.01

Dust 1.0-1.5 1,000-2,000 10

Rock Froth 0.5-1.2 6,000-7,000 100

Breccia 1.5-2.6 1,500-5,000 100

Rock 2.7-3. 0 18,000-21,000 >1000

2.2.3 Radiation Environment

The radiation environment of the lunar surface consists of radiation from sources

external to the Moon and both primary and secondary radiation emanating from

the lunar surface. The external radiation consists of primary galactic cosmic

rays, which give a dose rate of about one rad per month, and the much larger

contribution of particulate radiation (primarily protons) associated with solar flares.

The flare events occur at random throughout the solar cycle, and the flux is

essentially omnidirectional. The probability of encountering a specified inte-

grated solar proton flux in free space at four exposure times is shown in Figure

2.2-1. The flux at the lunar surface will be half the amount shown in Figure
2.2-1.

2.2.4 Meteoroid Environment

The particle size threshold for impact damage is about 1 microgram at anticipated

average meteoroid velocities. This size particle is near the upper boundary of

satellite measurements of the meteoroid flux, and there are essentially no data

other than meteor observations on the flux of particles larger than this. The

lunar surface meteoroid environment was defined in Annex D of NASA RFP

10-1132. Interpretation of this description resulted in selection of the following
meteoroid flux

F 10-12" 955 -1= m

where F is the flux of particles of mass greater than m (in grams) per square
meter per second.
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Figure 2. 2-1
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2.3 LUNAR BASE SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS

A convenient approach to determining lunar exploration support requirements,

covering a range of base sizes (2 to 18 men) and durations (2 months to 2 years

or longer), is to characterize these ranges by discrete examples or models of

specific operations. Since the purpose of lunar support facilities is to make

possible a variety of scientific missions, expected mission operational require-

ments were combined with considerations of crew delivery increments and crew

stay time to select four base models. Functional requirements for each model

were then summarized to guide the analysis and design of all base subsystems.

2.3.1 Lunar Exploration Mission Operations

The major emphasis in studies of possible mission activity has been on scientific

investigation of the lunar surface and subsurface. Other programs considered

include optical and radio astronomy, particulate radiation studies, and synthesis

of fuel and life support expendables from lunar raw materials.

2.3.1.1 Lunar Surface Reconnaissance m When mission time is short and sup-

porting facilities are limited, a reconnaissance type of field program designed

to return a general knowledge of the largest possible lunar region is desirable.

This type of operation is especially suited to determining engineering data that

will be of value in planning follow-on systems. The principal requirement for

such ventures is a surface roving vehicle capable of accommodating a two-man

crew in meaningful missions. Estimates of mission scope and procedure are

based on the following vehicle capabilities:

1) Trip range--200 miles;

2) Trip duration--120 hours (5 Earth days);

3) Average speed--3mph.

2.3.1.2 Geological and Geophysical Reconnaissance and Survey -- Surface

reconnaissance activities have a number of geological observations as their

prime objective. With increased supporting facilities, including vehicle range

and duration extension to 300 miles and 192 hours (8 days), even more detailed

field observations and research are desirable. These missions will incorporate

more extensive instrumentation for mapping, sampling, and surveying with

magnetic, gravimetric, and seismic techniques.

2.3.1.3 Geophysical Research _ In addition to the reconnaissance and survey

operations planned to obtain data generally applicable to the study of the Moon,

specific geophysical research objectives will undoubtedly serve to focus effort

in particular areas. Some subjects of special research significance include

research on mare formation, crater shape, and surface thermal anomalies.
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2.3.1.4 Astrophysical Research-- Scientific experiments done on the Moon

can be divided into two classes: (1) those intended to study the Moon and its

environment, and (2) those that take advantage of the Moon and its environment

to study other things. Certain experiments that cannot be performed from Earth,

because of atmospheric opacity or other reasons, can be done either on the

Moon or in man-made Earth satellites. In general, the Moon base is advantageous

when its large size is needed or when it is required to have a stable platform.

The base will probably be advantageous when a low magnetic field is required.

An estimate of the equipment needed, its weight and power, and the manpower

(in hours of an astronaut-scientist's work time) required for a variety of astro-

physical experiments are listed as indications of the order of magnitude of the

effort required.

2.3.1.5 Technological Support Activity-- Certain technological operations at

a lunar exploration supporting facility may require the assistance of mission

activities of an economic exploration character. To illustrate the scope of field

geology that may be required, a projected program for evaluating the water

potential assumed to be related to a small thermal anomaly is presented.

2.3.1.6 Pilot Plant Operation for Synthesis of Fuels from Lunar Resources

Geological exploration may include the discovery of valuable mineral deposits

that will provide the raw material for the production of fuels and expendable

materials on the Moon. For development of lunar chemical synthesis facilities,

all of the research, development, and testing of components will be accomplished

on Earth. The components and the completed pilot plant will be tested to the

extent possible in environment-simulation facilities prior to shipment of the

pilot plant to the lunar base. The operation of a pilot plant at the lunar base

will be an important step in proving the reliability of its operation prior to

commitment of the base and the logistic system to dependence on its products.

2.3.2 Base Model Selection

Size and duration specifications for the selected base models are listed in

Table 2.3-A, together with general statements of mission objectives. Base

model size and duration selections have been influenced both by the correspond-

ing ranges of interest specified for this study and by guidance received from

NASA with respect to crew stay time and crew delivery increments. In the for-

mer case, a maximum of 6 months was specified in RFP 10-1132. Apollo crew

transfer capability in 1970 to 1975 was estimated to range from two to four men,

with a value of three recommended for study purposes.

To assign a weight allowance for the scientific equipment required with each

base model, equipment selections were made from Table 7.1-A (Volume I1)

and the data of Figures 7.3-1 and 7.3-2 (Volume II), and supplemented with

communication equipment, structural support, and cabinet weight estimates.

These equipment allowances have been divided into scientific payload modules

for base design integration, as tabulated on page 22.
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Table 2.3-A

LUNARBASEMODELS

CondensedSpecifications

Model

1

C rew

Number

3

Base Duration

(Months)

3

Mission Objectives

Lunar Surface Reconnaissance

Lunar Environment Survey

6 Geological and Geophysical Recon-

naissance

Lunar Environment Research

Geophysical Research Analysis

12 12+ Geological and Geophysical Surveys

Astrophysical Research

Geophysical Research Analysis

18 24+ Geological and Geophysical Surveys

Astrophysical Observatory

Geophysical Observatory

Fuel Synthesis Pilot Plant (Possi-

bility)
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Module Weight (pounds)

Module 1 2 3 4

X-1 880 880 880 880

X-2 1650 1650 1650

X-3 1460 1460

X-4 2760

X-5 6900

Base Total 880 2530 3990 13,650

2.3.2.1 Base Locations-- To supplement the definition of base models, three

specific base locations have been defined. The purpose of this specification is

to ensure consideration of the complete range of lunar surface conditions through-

out the study, especially in connection with roving vehicle design and performance

analysis and the development of base installation and construction concepts.

The sites were selected to represent the three major classifications of lunar

terrain: mare, pre-mare, and post-mare, and to be representative of areas

of scientific interest. The locations are specified as follows:

1) Site A (5.6°N, 26.6°W) --Site A is in the mare area 150 miles southwest of

the crater Copernicus. This region is an Apollo landing site candidate and

is typified by many small, isolated craters, dome formations, and ray

material associated with Copernicus.

2) Site B (12.6°S, 2.9°W) -- Site B is on the floor of the pre-mare crater

Alphonsus. This region is crossed with many rifles or other lineaments

and is of very great interest in connection with the observations of C ++

emission reported there by Kozyrev in 1958.

3) Site C (40.9°S, 11. I°W) -- Site C is on the north flank of the post-mare

crater Tycho. This is the largest of the recent lunar craters and has an

enormous ray system possibly extending completely around the Moon.

2.3.3 Base Model Functional Requirements

The base models have been further elaborated in terms of the functional require-

ments imposed on their constituent subsystems. These include requirements

both for direct support of mission activities (as in the cases of surface mobility,

fuel supply, and communications) and for crew accommodation in general (shelter,

life support, power, and maintenance). These functional requirements reflect

certain aspects of the study ground rules and the particular magnitude of explora-

tion field trips assumed in each case. Translation of these functional require-

ments into quantitative subsystem performance requirements (as reported in the

appropriate sections of Volume III) and thence into the system integration con-

clusions of Volume II preserves the effects of these assumptions.
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2.4 BASE DESIGNINTEGRATION

Thelunar basemust provide shelter, life support, power, communications,
surfacemobility, andfuel to sustaina widevariety of mannedscientific explora-
tory missions on the Moon.

Subsystemfunctional requirements were definedanddivided into logical modular
incrementswithin eachsubsystem. Hardwaremoduleswere configuredon the
basis of multiple application. Thesemoduleswere integrated into four tentative
basemodels, shownin Figures 2.4-1A and2.4-lB. Here, the shelter assumed
peculiar importancebecausemanyof the othersubsystemmodulesfunctionwith-
in the shelter or are intimately associatedwith it. The investmentof the various
modulesfor eachbaseis presentedin Table2.4-A°

Subsequently,the modulesrequired for eachbasewere organizedinto payloads
consistentwith the LLV payloadlimitation of 25,000poundsandwith the desired
order of delivery anduse. All modulesandpayloadpackageswere designedfor
1 year of storageonthe Moonbefore installation andoperation. Thesepayloads
andbaseswere thenevaluatedin terms of construction, operations, andlogistics.
The integratedbaseconfigurationsreportedhere, andtheir severalpayload
packages,are the result of five iterations followingthe sequenceoutlined above.

2.4.1 BaseModell

BaseModel 1 is a single payloadcarried to the basesite by the SaturnV LLV.
The model is built up or integratedout of thesubsystemmodulesthat analyses
haveshownare required to meet its performancespecifications (seeFigure
2.4-2). This samepattern is followed in thedesignof BaseModels2, 3, and
4, wherein identical or multiple modulesare employedto extendeachmodule's
utilization andto simplify evolutionfrom onebasemodelto another.

Lunar RovingVehicle V-1 is carried underthe shelter in a compartmentthat
may bepressurized for useas a maintenanceshelter. All fuel for the shelter
andvehicle is carried in cryogenicstoragetanksbelow the pressurized com-
partments. Water producedby fuel-cell operationis collected in a storagetank
for crew use. Theoperationalmission of this shelter may beextendedby
refueling after a periodic inspectionconfirms the shelter's structural integrity.
It couldthus grow directly to BaseModel2.

Plannedmaintenanceis _arried out from within the pressurized compartments
of the shelter, exceptonthe roving vehicle. Vehicle servicing andmaintenance
is accomplishedon the lunar surface.

The payloadhasa maximumdiameter of 260inches, anoverall heightof 411
inches, anda gross weightof approximately25,000pounds. This grossweight
includes Lunar RovingVehicle V-1 andthe shelter with integral, limited-stay
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Table 2.4-A

MODULE DEFINITION CHART

SU BSYSTE MS

MODU L E NA ME

S-I Basic Shelter

S-2 Radiation Shielding -- Base 1

S-3 Logistics Carrier

S-4 Resupply Carrier

L-I

L-2

L-3

L-4

L-5

Basic Life Support & ECS

Supplemental Life Support & ECS

Life Support Supply -- Base 2

Life Support Supply -- Bas/_ 3

Life Support Supply I Base 4

P-1

P-2

.P-3

P-4

P-5

Basic Power Unit (FC + SC)

Construction Power Unit (FC)

Nuclear Power Unit (10 kw)

Nuclear Power Unit (100 kw)
Base Substation Module

C-1 Basic Communication Equipment

C-2 Antenna Set -- Bases 1 & 2

C-3 Antenna Set -- LRV

C-4 Emergency/Checkout Set

C-5 Communication Equipment- Bases 3 & 4

C-6 Antenna Set- Bases 3 & 4

V-1

V-2

Fol

F-2

F-3

F-4

F-5

Basic Lunar Roving Vehicle

Extended Mobility Module

Basic Fuel Module

Supplemental Fuel Module- Base 2

Supplemental Fuel Module- Base 3

Supplemental Fuel Module- Base 4

Fuel Regeneration Unit

M-1 Basic Maintenance Equipment

M-2 Supplemental Maintenance Equipment I Base 2

M-3 Supplemental Maintenance Equipment- Base 3

M-4 Supplemental Maintenance Equipment- Base 4

E-I

E-2

X-I

X-2

X-3

X-4

X-5

Engineering Equipment -- Shielding

Engineering Equipment -- Transportation

Mission Support Equipment -- Base 1

Mission Support Equipment -- Base 2

Mission Sut)port Equipment- Bast, :t

Mission Suppolt. Eqnil)nleut -- Bast, 4

Fuel Synthesis Expcl'imcnt

' *1". **]
l * *
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shieldingplus suppliesfor three menfor 3 months. Launchandlandingloads
are carried to the circumferential skin andshieldingstructure by a truss with
removablediagonaltension rods.

A standardshelter (S-I) configuration should suffice for all shelter installations

on the Moon, whether for the central base or for outposts. Since the shelter has

integral radiation and meteoroid protection for a 3-month stay time, there is no

requirement that it be covered by lunar soil. The present concept for all bases

is to leave the shelter modules on the LLV. Base Model 1 installation requires

only level adjustment and shelter activation, plus LRV unloading and checkout.

Shelter activation will include a preactivation check followed by deployment of

the outer skin caisson to expose the access door, then pressurization, power

system startup, antenna deployment, etc. The caisson is used, when longer

stay times are planned, to hold an annular ring of protective lunar soil emplaced
around and over the shelter.

2.4.2 Base Model2

Base Model 2 requires two Saturn V payloads to provide for six men for 6 months.

One carries the same shelter module S-1 as used in Base Model 1, with integral

subsystem modules and a roving vehicle (per Table 2.4-A) to the 25,000-pound

payload limit. The other carries the nuclear power module with supplemental

fuel and equipment, illustrated in Figure 2.4-3.

For stays beyond 3 months, the shelter of Base Model 2 must be protected with

lunar soil in the caisson. The nuclear power plant will require remote place-

ment and shielding with lunar materials.

assemble and integrate these components for their 6-month stay.

1)

2)

3)

4)

Base Model 2 has one basic shelter module to accommodate six men. For the

6-month stay, the additional supplies, food, and fuel, a nuclear powerplant, the

extended mobility module, and the construction equipment are delivered by another

LLV as a separate payload. The first duty of the first crew of three men is to

They must:

Activate and occupy the shelter;

Unload the multipurpose vehicle;

Assemble construction equipment;

Transport or position the shelter module as required:

a) Level the shelter module on its LLV,

b) Cover most of the shelter with lunar soil,

c) Emplace the nuclear powerplant (reactor buried or covered);

5) Deploy and connect the power transmission cables;

6) Organize the remaining additional supplies of fuel, food, and equipment

for crew convenience.
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2.4.3 Base Model3

Two shelter modules are joined back-to-back to make up Base Model 3 to accom-

modate 12 men. Two logistics carriers bring up supplemental supplies and

equipment to maintain this crew for 12 months. The detailed design shows that,

with the provision of fuel regeneration, resupply will not be required, since the
four 25,000-pound payloads suffice.

Flexible bellows connect the work space between the shelters. This puts the air-

locks on the north and south end of the joint base shelters for convenience or for

access redundancy.

2.4.4 Base Model4

Base Model 4 uses three shelter modules set in a north-south line. This arrange-

ment also provides two airlocks for convenience or for access redundancy in

case of emergency. In all respects, Base Model 4 simply extends the capability

of this system to accommodate 18 men for 2 years or more.

2.4.5 Modular Interfaces

In the base integration, the principal design problem is the effective resolution

of connections and interdependencies between the subsystem modules. Table

2.4-B identifies the relationship between modules. In some cases the interface

involves action in both directions between two modules. In other cases several

simultaneous relationships describe the interface.
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2.5 LUNAR BASE CONSTRUCTION CONCEPTS

2.5.1 Construction Requirements and Recommended Construction Approach

Construction effort required to establish a modular concept lunar base involves

assembly, alignment, and connection of modules. Additionally, when missions

exceed some 3 months' duration, lunar soil is used profitably to shield shelter

modules against solar radiation and meteoroids and to shield nuclear power

plants. Recommendations for construction are derived from an integrated con-

sideration of the basic shelter modules and other basic components of the base,

the use of the simplest suitable construction equipment and techniques, and the

minimum use of space-suit labor.

Construction requirements include base assembly (moving, positioning, and

interconnecting payloads or payload components) and base emplacement (pro-

viding environmental protection with lunar soil). When adequate detailed data
on the lunar surface and subsurface are available in the future, the final selection

of construction equipment and techniques should be evaluated in terms of:

1) Productivity--equipment type and characteristics;

2) Operating cost--crew time, capital investment;

3) Flexibility -- multipurpose potential;

4) Reliability;

5) Development cost.

The last two considerations were not studied to any extent in the initial concept.

Preliminary data on the first three considerations resulted in the following
conclusions:

1) The shelter module need not be unloaded from the LLV.

2) Multiple shelters are assembled by moving them (together with the LLV)

into the desired position and alignment. Construction Module E-1 contains

accessory jacks and powered wheels for this purpose. The LRV is used as

a prime mover. Movement distances are small.

3) Surface emplacement of shelters is preferable to subsurface or semiburied

emplacement in view of the current lack of knowledge of the lunar subsurface.

The shelter is provided with an expandable caisson. Soil is collected to fill

the caisson by shallow mechanical excavation. The type of equipment needed

depends on the subsurface consistency. A thrower-type mechanism is

recommended for placing the collected soil in the caisson and on the roof of
the shelter.

The shelter emplacement equipment is also used to emplace the reactor and

shield it with lunar soil. Explosives and a drilling attachment for the LRV

are required in hard soil or rock.
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2.5.2 BaseAssembly

Engineeringequipmentwill be required to move (as a unit) a shelter module and
LLV over the lunar surface for Base Models 3 and 4. Factors of interest are:

2.5.2. 1 Distance of Movement w Boeing studies indicate that adequate auto-

matic landing guidance, based on beacons and computer controlled LLV final

descents, can provide landings of individual payloads with a 3a CEP of less

than 300 feet. Limited studies indicate that blast and ejecta during landings will

not be hazardous to previously landed payloads with such close landings of con-

secutive payloads. {Further and more detailed studies are required. ) A
probability study, based on a 300-foot CEP and using random digits in a 20-trial

Monte Carlo system was made to determine the azimuth and distance error from

the aiming point. This study produced the following predictions for the landing

pattern in Table 2.5-A. One landing-pattern trial is shown in Figure 2.5-1.

Figure 2.5-1
LANDING PATTERNFOR FOUR LLV'$

2.5.2. 2 Site Conditions _ Three sites were postulated, having characteristics
shown in Table 2.5-B.
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Table 2.5-A

No. of Average Distance

LLV's to CG of Pattern (ft}

1 0

2 200

4 210

6 220

8 235

10 250

Table 2.5-B

POSTULATED SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS

Characteristic Site A Site B Site C

Mean Slope (a) 2.0 ° 2.0 ° 6.0 °

3.5% 3.5% 10.5%

Maximum 4. 0 ° 4. 0 ° 45 °

Slope (b) 7.0% 7. 0% 100%

Roughness (c)

Stratigraphy (d)

Dendritic

Dust

Breccia

Lava

1 cm 10 cm 1 meter

0.3 cm 0to 10 cm 0 to lcm

--- 10 cm to 1 meter ---

0.3cmto lmeter lmeterto 100 meters 1 cmto 100 meters

1 meter to 100 meters ......

NOTES: (a)

(b)
(e)

(d)

A selected route is assumed.

A maximum slope on a direct route is assumed.

"Roughness" is defined as the maximum gap under a straight edge

10 meters in length.

Bearing values:

Dendritic 0.01 psi Dust 10.0 psi

Breccia 100.0 psi Lava 1000.0 psi
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2.5.2. 3 Movement of Shelter Modules -- The construction equipment for moving

the shelters includes three plug-in powered jacks, a gooseneck bracket, and two

plug-in powered wheel axles with separate large wheels. The movement concept

is shown in Figure 2.5-2. The LLV landing gear has been omitted for clarity, but

removal is not required.

A study by General Motors Defense Research Laboratory indicated that a shelter

and LLV weighing about 29,000 Earth pounds could be moved across the lunar

surface by the lunar roving vehicle at each of the three sites. The study was

based on the following assumptions:

1) Site conditions and soil bearing values were assumed as given in Table 2.5-B.

2) The gooseneck bracket transfers 4000 pounds of the load to the LRV. The

LRV weighs about 4000 pounds before accepting this load.

3) The LRV develops 608 pounds of drawbar pull at low speeds (about 2 to 3 mph).

Figure 2.5-2
CONCEPT

)ROXIMATELY 4000 POUNDS
LOAD PLACED ON LRV TO INCREASE
TRACTIVE EFFORT
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4) An additional pull of 4000 pounds is developed by the self-powered wheels.

5) Some route preparation will probably be required at Site C.

The following conclusions were reached:

1) Skids or sleds require much larger drawbar pull than wheels.

2) Tracks have larger resistance than wheels, as well as serious design problems
due to the environment.

3) Wheels larger than 6 feet in diameter do not offer significant advantages.

4) The movement concept proposed is simple and feasible.

2.5.2. 4 Shelter Connection-- A corrugated, pressure-sealed, flexible-bellows

type connector shown in Figure 2.5-3 is recommended. Relatively large

orientation tolerances in the interface of adjacent shelters are permissible.

Elevation and tilt are adjusted by use of the plug-in jacks or by adjustable LLV
landing gear. Future detailed shelter design should provide automatic extension

and coupling of the connector with minimum space-suit labor. Lunar soil shielding

for the connector can be placed in a U-shaped flexible sling, surrounding the
connector with the open end up.

2.5.2.5 Other Base Assembly Jobs-- Deployment of solar panels, reactor

radiators, reflectors, antennas and other assembly jobs were studied sufficiently

to secure approximate job time requirements and determine the type of lunar
ground support equipment needed. In all cases, it was assumed that maximum

use would be made of the LRV (with suitable manipulator arms and attachments)
so that space-suit labor would be minimized.

2.5.3 Base Emplacement

Construction equipment will be needed for Base Models 2, 3, and 4 for collection

and placement of lunar soil shielding and for emplacement and shielding of nuclear

power plant(s). The equipment should be light, flexible in use, low in power
demand, and operable from a pressurized environment.

2, 5.3. 1 Construction Equipment--The self-contained, automatically expanding
caisson proposed for the shelter is sh_)wn in Figure 2.5-4. This provides an

annular space, 2 feet wide when opened. Two feet of soil surrounding the shelter

and covering its roof, plus the structural ddnsity of the shelter, provides adequate
radiation and meteoroid protection, assuming the crew is rotated each 6 months.

Five different methods were studied to evaluate various concepts for collecting

and placing lunar soil within the caisson. (Requirements for emplacing and

shielding a nuclear reactor were also kept in mind and evaluated. ) Table 2.5-C
indicates the equipment studied and its suitability at the three sites postulated
in Table 2.5-B.
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Figure 2.5-4

EMPLACEMENT
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Table 2.5-C

CONSTRUCTION METHOD APPLICABILITY

Construction Method Site A Site B Site C

4

Bucket scraper

and belt conveyor Suitable

Drum scraper and

gravel thrower Suitable

Bucket scraper

and gravel thrower Suitable

Backhoe, crusher,

and gravel thrower Not evaluated (b)

Crane, crusher,

and gravel thrower Not evaluated (b)

Suitable Suitable

Suitable Suitable (a)

Suitable Suitable

Not evaluated 0a)

Not evaluated (b)

Suitable (c)

Suitable (d)

NOTES: (a)

_)

(c)

(d)

Suitable only if material handled is less than 2 inches in size.

Other methods are less costly and take less time at this site.

Suitable only if original material is less than 12 inches in size and

is reduced to 2-inch size by the crusher.

Two crushers in series are required if original material is up to

36 inches in size.

Figure 2.5-4 shows the use of the construction equipment listed in the table

above as Method No. 2. Conclusions on construction equipment for collecting

and placing lunar soil are:

1) It is premature to select the equipment or initiate preliminary design.

2) No single set of equipment can presently be expected to have adequate flexibility

with high productivity at all lunar sites.

3) Testing in a simulated lunar environment is required to ensure reliability and

to determine the proper man/machine ratio. The extreme vacuum poses

serious design problems.

4) Construction equipment designed as an attachment to the LRV, as shown in

Figure 2.5-4, reduces space-suit labor to a minimum.

5) Explosives will be required at some sites.

2.5.3. 2 Power for Construction Equipment-- Activation of the nuclear power

plant should be given high priority in the construction effort. Once it is emplaced,

shielded with lunar soil, and operating, it provides the power for other con-

struction requirements. The fuel cell used for the emplacement effort is then

used as a backup to the nuclear plant. A trade study first estimated the
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constructiontimes andcosts of emplacing a reactor with power levels of 3, 6,

and 15 kw. Construction time was costed at $100,000 per manhour. Use of the

LRV was costed at $200,000 per day (rental rate). The production cost, weight

(including fuel), and delivery cost of each fuel cell was also estimated. A delivery

cost of $5000 per pound was used for both the construction equipment and the

fuel cells. The total cost of construction and the fuel cell was then plotted

against power level. This total cost decreases steadily from about $45 million

to $30 million as the power level increases from 3 to 10 kw. There are only

slight savings for higher power levels. Weight allocations in payload packaging

solutions permitted a selection of 15 kw without serious penalty.

2.5.3.3 Advantage of Lunar Soil ShieldingR Figure 2.5-5 indicates that about

five to ten times as much soil is needed for shielding a shelter if the soil is placed

in a conical fill rather than in a caisson around the shelter. (The exact amount

depends on the height of the LLV). Using a figure of 195 cubic yards as the

quantity of soil required with a shelter caisson (2 feet of thickness of soil on the

roof and sides of the shelder), a study was made of the cost of self-shielding

required for each base. This weight was costed at $5000 a pound for delivery.

The construction cost for providing soil shielding in lieu of self shielding was

also estimated for the shelters, the nuclear reactor(s) and the fuel synthesis

module. These costs included manufacture of the construction equipment,

delivery, manhours for the operators, and rental rate of the LRV, using the

same costs as in Section 2.5. 3.2 above. For Bases 2, 3, and 4, the delivery

and use of construction equipment and the use of lunar soil for shielding is much

more economical than self-shielding, although time is required for the effort.

In addition, since an arbitrary 2-foot thickness of soil shielding was provided

by the shelter design, the degree of radiation and meteoroid protection afforded

to the crew was higher with lunar soil.

2.5.4 Additional Construction Studies

The following summary indicates the results of brief studies of other construction
cons iderations.

1) Excavation in rock will be required in some cases. The use of shaped charges

to fracture rock so that the ejection of rock fragments can be minimized

should be investigated. The design of suitable drill attachments for the

LRV will be difficult, and large amounts of power will be needed.

2) Quarrying will be required for fuel synthesis, or if crushed rock is needed

for surface route modification. The use 5f explosives should be investigated.

Testing in a simulated lunar environment is required.

3) Theoretical and small-scale tests indicate to date that the problem of ejecta

and blast during an LLV landing will not be serious. Additional investigation
is needed.
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Figure 2.5-5
VOLUME OF FINE MATERIAL REQUIRED

24" THICK SHIELD IN 380° CAISSON

....._i_._:!._i ..........
F ........................:_:_:!:!:i]:_

i 2 3 4 5 6 ? 9 1o 11 12 13
CONICAL FILL Thousands of Cubic Yards

NO_: For both graphs, volume of coarse material is sl_4_htly
greater. Data is from Hol_es and Nar_er
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4) Concepts for a self-burying shelter were considered to be too complicated,

expensive, and unreliable. The two concepts studied were not suitable if

the subsurface were rock or dense cohesive soil.

5) Flexible materials appear to have numerous applications. For each case,

their suitability in the lunar environment should be tested. Radiation and

thermal cycles should be simulated.
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2.6 LUNAR BASE OPERATIONS CONCEPTS

Operation of a lunar base in support of lunar exploration and research activities

must provide for efficient use of total program resources, for effectiveness in

accomplishing mission objectives, and for safety of the expedition crew. Selected

aspects of lunar base operations which have special significance in relation to

these criteria have been considered. These subjects do not encompass all de-

tails of base operation, but rather represent a first screening consistent with

the overall scope of this study.

2.6.1 Subsystem Monitoring and Control

2.6.1. 1 Payload Storage Periods-- Monitoring and control during storage
periods ahead of base occupation will verify capability of the delivered modules

and equipment to support the mission before crew launch, and will provide data

on which to base remote control actions. Control functions will be required for

system checkout prior to occupation and possibly for command-mode operation

of the storage thermal control system.

Communications Module C-4 is included in each shelter payload to provide the

monitoring and control telemetry functions required. The same or equivalent

telemetry equipment will be required in other types of payloads that may be

stored at the lunar base site ahead of base occupation. The functional description

of Module C-4 is contained in Section 6.0, Volume III.

2.6.1.2 Base Occupation Periods-- Monitoring and control during base occupa-

tion will be both by remote operations from Earth and by direct actions involving

the expedition crew. Monitoring functions during occupied periods will be those

required to promote base security (hence, crew safety) and those inherent in

routine subsystem operation. Control functions will be primarily those of sub-

system performance regulation to meet the fluctuating demands of continued base

occupation.

The prime communications Module C-1, contained in the principal shelter of

each base and each roving vehicle, provides the expanded monitoring and tele-

metry functions required for operation in the remote modes. After base instal-

lation is complete, all base subsystems are tied into this module; hence, no

additional telemetry equipment is required.

The lunar base crew may rely on the remote mode for the bulk of the systems

monitoring task, with periodic summary reports from Earth providing detailed

knowledge of system status. However, the requirements for more immediate

reaction to emergency conditions will dictate the provision for constant crew

monitoring of vital system functions.
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2.6.2 BaseActivation

2.6.2.1 Direct Buildup vs Base Evolution Trades m The four base models,

selected to guide this study by typifying the range of base sizes, capabilities,

and durations, may be considered as discrete and independent or as successive

stages in an expanding program of lunar exploration. The application of the

modular base concept in these two modes of base activation is compared with

respect to the operational factors of launch schedule requirements, mission

effectiveness, and module utilization.

2.6.2. 1. 1 Activation Schedule Analysis m To permit an analytical approach to

these comparisons, the study ground rules are:

1) Earth-Moon cargo payloads of 25,000 pounds;

2) Round-trip Earth-Moon crew transportation in increments of three men;

3) Crew stay time of 6 months.

Those ground rules are combined with the following simplifying assumptions:

1) Cargo deliveries to establish or increase the size of a base are spread over

a 1-year period, with a linearly increasing launch rate throughout the year.

2) Resupply cargo is delivered at the rate of 500 pounds per man-month.

3) The base crew complement or increment is delivered and rotated at a uni-

form rate over the 6-month stay period.

The launch rate requirements are compared in Figure 2.6-1. The evolutionary

scheme shown provides for operation at the nominal capabilities of each of the

four models, followed by 1-year of operation at the previous crew level while

base increment cargos are delivered. For this scheme, the increase in launch

rate is quite gradual, with one launching per month reached in 6-1/2 years.

The cost-effectiveness comparison shown in Figure 2.6-2 favors the evolutionary

mode over any direct buildup for the first 50 launchings (7-1/2 years with evolution).

2.6.3 Mission Operations

2.6.3. 1 Surface vs Flight Mode Mobility Trades m As presently conceived,

crew mobility in the lunar environment is an essential requirement for mission

accomplishment. Development of the most efficient means of ranging over the

lunar terrain on both close-range detailed reconnaissance missions and on far-

reaching scouting trips is a prime requirement for the exercise of the manned

scientific disciplines.
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Figure 2.6-I
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Performance data are presented for a spectrum of vehicles in terms of the re-

quirements of several typical lunar exploratory missions. From these data,

comparisons are made with respect to mission capability and relative propellant

and mission time penalties. Based on this analysis, the conclusion is reached

that only the surface mode offers the flexibility of being suited to a wide range

of mission types,

2.6.3. 1. 1 Mission Characteristics-- The mission categories, characteristics,

and specific evaluation criteria tabulated below have been adopted for this study.

Mission Characteristic Interval Mobility Evaluation

Category Between Occupied Sites Criteria

Scientific

Reconnaissance

1 to 5 miles Number of 3-mile trips per sortie

Total distance travelled per sortie

Propellant weight per mile

Number of sites occupied per day

Scientific

Survey

10 to 50 miles Number of 25-mile trips per sortie

Total distance traveled per sortie

Propellant weight per mile

Number of sites occupied per day

Remote

Scouting

100 to 3400 miles Maximum round-trip range

Propellant weight per mile

2, 6,

1)

2)

3.1.2 Mobility Modes Parametric Performance Analysis

Surface Vehicles. Range performance of surface vehicles is essentially

only time-limited, with the crew tolerance to their on-board environment

being the prime determining factor. For fixed mission durations, surface

vehicle range is directly proportional to average speed regardless of the

distance increments in which the mission proceeds. Current estimates of

surface trafficability suggest that 40 miles per day (13 hours travel time

per 24) be adopted for mission planning. The corresponding fuel and

expendables loading requirement is 1.6 pounds per mile. Additionally, the

surface vehicle can readily preserve its products of combustion for later

regeneration with the use of "cheap" nuclear power.

Flight Vehicles. Range performance of flight modes may be categorized as

time-independent with propellant consumption the range-controlling parameter.

Additionally, there is no possibility of propellant regeneration; hence, vehicle

range is directly convertible to lunar materials supply costs.

The basic requirements for ballistic flight are severe, with a 500-mile flight

(takeoff and landing), requiring a velocity expenditure (7900 fps) equal to lunar

escape velocity. Lunar orbital velocity (5600 fps) is equivalent to only a 200-

mile surface-to-surface ballistic flight.
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Parametric performancedatafor threeconceptualflight modevehicleshave
beendeveloped. Thesedata relate themultiple flight capability (numberof
sequentialflights of specifieddistance}to the initial propellantweight and
vehiclegross weight. Thelargest, "LEM-type" vehicle is described in
Section7.2, Vol. IIL The "lightweight" flight conceptembodiesthe
assumptionsof a one-mancapsuleprovidingminimum shirt-sleeve
environmentalfacilities, navigationandcommunicationsubsystemwithin a
750-poundpayload(includingthe crew}. The "flying belt" concepthasbeen
synthesizedby extrapolationsto higherpropellant weightsof preliminary
dataprovidedby Bell Aerosystems, Inc.

2.6.3. 1.3 Mobility ModeComparisonm Onemeasureof mission capability is
the total distancecoveredin onesortie consistingof the maximumnumberof
trips of specifieddistanceeach. This parameter is related to the area that can
becoveredwith specifiedresolutions, or distancebetweensites, since a vehicle
canwork no further from a supplybasethanone-half its total distancecapability.
Thebar charts of Figure 2.6-3 comparethis measureof performanceof "design
point" flight vehicleconcepts.

The undoubtedgreat advantageof flight modesover surface travel with respect
to travel time is seento largely disappearwhenviewedfrom a total mission
basis, as in Figure 2.6-4. Thus, with reasonablegroundrules for time spent
at eachsite visited, andfor vehicle preparationtime before eachsortie, the
flight modesshowonly a 2 to 3 advantagein exploratory sites visited per day.

2.6.3.2 Crew Performance Potential m In the conduct of manned lunar exploration,

human performance of a variety of tasks is a major consideration. The tasks

range from those for base installation and functional operation to those involved

with mission activity. Outstanding in this regard are operations external to the

lunar shelters. Both direct manual and automated modes of task performance may
be envisaged for such activities.

Aside from the question of crew safety, the choice of operating modes depends

upon the relative cost (in equipment and time) and performance capability of a

space-suited man versus an automated procedure. The scope of this problem

is too large, and the quantitative data too meager, to attempt a definitive reso-

lution in this study. Some qualitative considerations are presented regarding

the conduct of mission operations in the field. These suggest a severe penalty

to mission value if human performance capability is limited. The same conclu-

sion may also apply in other tasks where close coordination of mechanical

actions and visual cues are required.
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Figure 2.6-3
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2.6.4 Emergency Operations

Emergencies at a lunar base may range from those permitting complete recovery

by the unassisted base contingent, through those requiring various degrees of

assistance from Earth, to those from which recovery is impossible. Because

the subsystems of the base will be designed and protected against the worst

disasters, the probability of a particular emergency is inversely related to its

seriousness.

Provision for maintaining Earth-return crew vehicles in a ready status at the

base greatly enhances crew safety by providing a mission abort capability. In

less stringent circumstances, assistance from Earth may be adequate and will

avoid the otherwise necessary abandonment of the base.
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2.7 LOGISTIC SUPPORTCONCEPTS

Logistic supportencompassesthe operationsof supplyingbaseswith the men
andmaterials to permit the basesto function for plannedor extendedtime
periods. In this analysis, the material andmanningrequirements are sum-
marizedin terms of the parameters of baseduration (shelter-months), base
occupation(man-months),andbase supportcapability as definedby the sub-
systemperformancecharacteristics of the four basemodels. The operational
aspectsof logistic supportare consideredin terms of Earth-to-Moon transport-
ationsystemtrade studies, material handlingandstorageat the lunar base, and
thepotential for attaining logistic independencethroughsynthesisof fuel and
life supportexpendablesfrom lunar raw materials.

2.7.1 Logistics SupportRequirements

2.7.1.1 Expendables Resupply Requirements -- Examination of the require-

ments for major expendables (life support and power generation materials)

indicates their dependence on both base occupation and base duration, hence on

crew number per shelter. Thus, the fuel equivalent of the power consumed for

thermal control of a shelter is essentially independent of crew size, whereas

such items as food and metabolic oxygen are directly related to total base popu-

lation regardless of the number of shelters.

The performance characteristics of the life support and power generation sub-

systems considered for use in various stages of base development have a direct

effect on resupply requirements. Constituents of the total requirements depend-

ent on shelter duration and base occupation are identified for four combinations

of subsystem performance capability. Shelter-duration dependent quantities

dominate the resupply requirements, and are most affected by subsystem per-

formance. The major change in oxygen and hydrogen requirements with the

provision for roving vehicle fuel regeneration is especially noteworthy.

2.7.1.2 Scientific Mission Support Equipment-- Scientific mission support

equipment was not required to be treated as a lunar base subsystem in this

study, in recognition of the necessity to assimilate the data from projected

Ranger, Surveyor, LOS, and early Apollo flights before a definitive scientific

mission plan for lunar exploration can be formulated.

At the same time, some broad format of mission endeavor is desirable to pro-

vide a basis for subsystem sizing in such areas as power, fuel, and communica-

tions. The programs of geophysical exploration outlined in Section 2.3 were

therefore nominated as a basis for developing system requirements, and have

proved an adequate device in this respect. As an adjunct to that effort, a

catalog of possible mission equipment items has been assembled. Equipment

selections were made from this catalog as a basis for mission equipment

weight estimates required for payload integration.
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2.7.1.3 Base Manning Recluirements --Manned spacecraft launchings are required

for both crew delivery to the base and crew return to Earth. In the steady-state

maintenance of base manning level at a value N, crewmen in numbers N must be

delivered and returned in the time interval, S, equal to the desired individual

stay time. The relationship between these parameters is shown in Figure 2.7-1.

Itis seen that the launching requirement for manning Base Model 4 is one per

month with the study ground rules of a 6-month staytime and a three-man space-

craft.

Increasing crew stay time is an attractive means for reducing launch rate, since

no major additional system costs or performance penalties are known to be incur-

red as a consequence.

The technical requirements for ferry capacities in excess of three are beyond

current Apollo-Saturn system performance, and will involve improvements in

launch vehicles, spacecraft, and space propulsion systems.

2.7.1.4 Base Manning Performance Trends --The effects of Saturn V escape

weight growth on allowable LEM weight are shown in Figure 2.7-2 for Apollo

service module configurations representative of both the current storable-

propellant design and an advanced LO2/LH 2 design. In both cases, Apollo fixed
weights are 9500 pounds for the command module and 4500 pounds for service

module equipment. These weights are considered usable for Apollo crew sizes

from three to six, with the assumption of future system design refinements per-

mitting the growth in crew size without weight penalty.

Performance of a current and an advanced LEM in the lunar orbit rendezvous

mode are shown as functions of LEM gross weight in Figure 2.7-3. In the

round-trip mode, appreciable cargo delivery capability in addition to the crew

is indicated for various combinations of launch vehicle and space propulsion

improvements.

Performance potential in the direct flight mode is shown in Figure 2.7-4 for both

one-way and round-trip flights. Saturn growth to 135,000 pounds escape weight,

refueling in Earth orbit, or refueling on the Moon, are approaches to obtaining

direct flight round-trip capability. One-way trip performance may be of interest

even at 100,000-pound escape weights since with provision for 14, 000-pound

command and service module equipment weights an additional cargo capacity of

the order of 20,000 pounds is indicated, This value is very near that required

for major modular building blocks of the lunar base. With this capability, initial

one-way crew launchings could also deliver the large base elements such as

shelters; subsequent advanced LEM round-trip crew flightscould deliver small

logistics packages, and most, ifnot all, purely cargo logistics flights would be

eliminated.
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Figure 2. 7-1

CREWTRANSFER LAUNCH-RATE REQUIREMENTS
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2.7.2 Logistics OperationsConsiderations

2.7.2.1 Earth-Moon Transportation System Trades- Evaluations of total

lunar logistics transportations systems (crew and cargo) involves not only

vehicle performance, but also consideration of traffic requirements. In the

base build-up phase, or for small, short-duration bases, logistics system

optimization may be of not too great importance, since the requirements is for

a relatively few "special deliveries. " Of principal concern is the period of

base manning and maintenance which follows initial equipment delivery. Here,

as base duration is increased, relatively large numbers of routine launchings

are required, and attention to transportation system efficiency can have an

appreciable effect on total system cost.

Steady-state transportation system performance in a separate crew and cargo

vehicle mode is shown in Figure 2.7-5 for crew vehicle capacities of 2, 3, 4,

5, and 6 and a nominal cargo vehicle capacity of 25,000 pounds. It is apparent

that the relative advantage of increasing crew vehicle capacity decreases with

increasing cargo-to-crew ratio.

Cargo vehicle performance capabilities of 25,000 and 30,000 pounds are com-

pared in Figure 2.7-6 when matched to several crew-only and a combined cargo/

crew element to form complete transportation systems. At low values of Ca/

Cr, the effect of crew vehicle cargo capacity dominates the cargo vehicle improve-

ment contribution, and any cost for cargo vehicle payload increase is warranted

only for a system with little or no crew vehicle cargo capacity. For large Ca/Cr

values, the benefit of cargo vehicle improvement is nearly independent of crew

vehicle cargo capability.

2.7.2.2 Materials Handling and Storage Trades-- Delivered payload items

must be integrated into the scheme of base operations, such as crew feeding,

shelter atmosphere control, and mobile or stationary power equipment refueling.

Accomplishment of this integration is an important base operation, and particular

procedures for payload handling and storage may be preferred on such bases as

reliability,equipment requirements, and crew time demands. The analysis

presented constitutes an outline of possible operational procedures, a qualitative

discussion of evaluation criteria considered pertinent, and a judgment evaluation

of the alternate modes with respect to the applicable criteria.

The operational mode for logistic supply handling amounts to the technique

employed for transfer of the materials to the using subsystems. Three general

techniques can be identified:

1) Direct usage m Transfer fromthe logistics payload containers to the using

subsystems on a demand basis;

2) Refilling--Transfer from the logistics payload containers to base prime or

auxiliary storage facilities on a one-shot basis;
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Figure 2. 7-5
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3) Tank replacement-- substitution of logistics payload containers for expended

tanks of the prime storage or an auxiliary storage system.

Evaluation criteria considered pertinent to the operations described are: weight

penalty, time penalty, mechanical feasibility, flexibility, reliability, and safety.

The qualitative evaluation of the three proposed operational modes is summarized

below.

MATERIAL HANDLING CONCEPT COMPARISON*

Operational
Mode

Direct Usage

Refilling

Tank Replacement

EVALUATION CRITERIA

Weight Time Mechanical

Penalty Penalty Feasibility Flexibility

2 1 3 3 3

1 2 2 2 1

3 3 1 1 2

Reliability

and Safety

*Ranking: I = Best, 2 = Intermediate, 3 = Poorest

2.7.2.3 Logistics Independence m Among the raw materials on the Moon for

which a critical need exists, water or a material from which water may be

obtained, is outstanding. A supply of water can furnish life support systems with

oxygen and also hydrogen and oxygen for fuel cells. In view of the probabilities

of recovery of waste and regeneration of fuel from these systems, the important

need for large quantities of hydrogen and oxygen may be for uses where the

waste cannot be collected. Hydrogen and oxygen as rocket fuel or water used

in evaporative cooling are two examples of such uses. Propellant for return

of vehicles to the Earth will require an amount of fuel approximately 2.25 times

the inert gross weight of the vehicle. Thus, for a vehicle weighing 10,000 pounds,

22,500 pounds of fuel are required. A chemical plant on the Moon producing

oxygen at a rate of 10 pounds per hour and hydrogen at the equivalent rate of

1.25 pounds per hour will produce fuel for a return vehicle trip roughly every

90 days.

2.7.2.3.1 Lunar Resources m The availability of water on the Moon depends

on the original elemental composition of the material from which the Moon was

agglomerated and upon the thermal history since its formation. The best evidence

of the gross composition of the Moon is obtained by assuming that it is similar

to that of the Earth's crust and to meteoritic material which has fallen on the

Earth. Therefore, we may expect to find oxygen as the major constituent com-

bined with the other common elements, silicon, aluminum, iron, magnesium,

etc., as silicates similar to the crust of the Earth.
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Carbon, either free or combinedas carbidesor hydrocarbons, is present in the
Earth's crust in only minor elementalabundance.Yet it is the only elementfor
whichthere is direct evidenceof its existenceon the Moon. It wasobserved
spectroscopicallyby Kozyrev in 1958in whathe interprets as volcanicactivity
in the crater Alphonsus. It hasbeensuggestedby Urey in 1961that the observed
C2 molecule mighthavebeenderived from a reactionbetweenCaC2 andwater,
whichyields acetylene.

Sulfur is very frequently associatedwith volcanicactivity on Earth and therefore

can be expected to be found in regions of similar activity on the Moon.

2.7.2.3.2 Extraction Processes-- Estimates of the payload trades associated

with the provision for logistics independence of oxygen and hydrogen require-

ments have been made on the basis of production of hydrogen and oxygen from

hydrated rock and production of oxygen from silicate rock containing no water.

Product payout times in the order of 60 days are indicated.

The estimates made for weights of machinery and chemical apparatus are based

on existing technology and process equipment. Adjustments have been made for

weight reduction where the design goal is lightweight. This is usually not the

goal of the chemical process industry. Unquestionably significant advances will

be made in chemical processes which will reduce the weight of components
further.
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2.8 TYPICAL LUNAR BASE OPERATIONS PLANS

Operations plans are summarized in terms of launching schedules and crew

activity schedules. A more detailed discussion is organized in terms of the

plans for four characteristic program phases:

i) Base Activation Plans--principally the operations for base installation.

2) Mission Operations Plans --the operations for direct conduct and base sup-

port of the scientific missions.

3) Logistics Support Plans--crew and material delivery and the handling and

storage operations associated with such support.

4) Base Deactivation--the operations associated with final crew return.

2.8.1 Launching Schedule

Launch schedules for each of the four base models and a program of evolution

from Model 1 to Model 4 were selected as follows:

1) The logistic buildup, which will continue until the arrival of the first crew

increment, is set at the rate of one launch per month for all four discrete

base models, as well as for the initial increment of the logistic buildup of

the evolutionary base. This rate is chosen to illustrate the minimum

logistics buildup time, recognizing that a lesser launch rate and an exten-

sion of the logistic buildup are feasible.

2) Starting with the first crew increment deliveries for discrete Base Models

1,2, 3, and 4 (each considered as an independent choice), the maximum

launch rate of one per month is chosen and pursued to its maximum need.

3) An arbitrary "evolution" of Base I to Base 4 is chosen on the basis of a

reasonable (but less than maximum) initial launch rate, followed by a

gradual increase.

4) For the evolutionary base, the delivery dates for logistic payloads of equip-

ment (additional shelters, power modules, etc.) needed to expand one base

to the next larger size must occur before the expiration of the smaller base's

planned life and before the increase in crew size above the capacity of the

smaller base.

2.8.2 Summary Operations Plans

The operations plans corresponding to direct buildup to Base Models 1, 2, 3,

and 4 are summarized in the form of crew assignments by skills, time, and

basic types of operation. In general, these plans provide for complete base

installation and activation by the initial crew increments at the outset of each

program. Mission operations are started and expanded as rapidly thereafter

as the launching schedule permits. A crew delivery and return capability of three

men per month is assumed.
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As operationsextend beyond the 6-month crew residence period, a repetitive

pattern of crew assignments is developed. This pattern could be continued for

program durations in excess of those used in the examples. Similarly, opera-

tional schedules for a program of base evolution may be synthesized by proper

joining of the patterns derived for the individual base models.

2.8.3 Base Activation Plans

For direct base buildup, base activation encompasses the operations performed

by the first crew increment to convert the previously delivered and stored pay-

loads to full operational status as a lunar exploration support facility; for base

evolution, similar operations are performed by incumbent base personnel when-

ever base expansion payloads are delivered.

For all the cases considered, the sequence of operations will be performed in

accordance with the following general plan:

1) Final payload "go" status verification via the payload storage monitoring

system;

2) Crew launching;

3) Crew arrival;

4) LEM checkout and preparation for emergency return;

5) Crew occupation of the principal shelter module;

6) Crew checkout and verification of all shelter systems not requiring lunar

surface deployment;

7) Activation of the occupation-mode remote-monitoring system;

8) Permanent base installation and activation, including provisions for long-

term crew transport vehicle storage.

Completion of all these activities but the last is expected to occupy the first 24

hours, including periods of rest. The major tasks involved in base installation

are described and their time requirements estimated.

2.8.4 Mission Operations Plans

Once the base is activated and the scientific mission can be started, the crew

activities must be directed toward accomplishment of the following tasks:

1) Installation of instrumentation at the base site;

2) Reconnaissance trips concurrent with base operations;

3) Feasibility studies.
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A numberof instruments will be installed near the basefor extralunar hazard
monitoring: point detectorswheremeasurementsare not directly related to a
specificlunar location, andinstruments too cumbersometo be transportedon
themobile vehicle.

Animportant objectiveof the early reconnaissancetrips will be to locate a
suitablesite for a permanentbase-- a site where a semipermanentbasecan
evolve, if desired, to a permanentbase. The field crew will be composedof
twoof the three crew membersof the Base1 complement. The third member

must remain at the shelter alone to operate this base while the field crew is

out.

During the stay on the lunar surface, feasibility studies or tests must be made

and techniques developed for planned future work. Such feasibility studies are

necessary in the lunar environment to determine possible different instrument

design approaches, materials, and methods that must be used to complete

specific tasks.

These phases of crew activity will be present whether the base is a temporary

shelter module or a large, complicated, permanent base. As the base increases

in size, the principal differences will be in the number and sophistication of

the physical experiments, geological mapping, geophysical and geochemical

explorations, biological experiments, and feasibility schedules that are per-

formed.

2.8.5 Logistics and Resupply Plans

2.8.5.1 Initial Base Supply-- For direct buildup of Base Models 1, 2, and 3,

all hardware equipment and stocks of expendables required for the nominal base

duration and level of mission activity will be delivered in the "A" and "B" pay-

loads prior to arrival of the first crew increment. For Base Model 4, the

initial supplies will be sufficient for the first year of operation. Combinations

of "A" and "B" payloads similarly supply the requirement for base evolution

until the later phases of such a program.

2.8.5.2 Base Resupply n The single resupply payload for Base Model 4 delivers

12,033 pounds of food and crew equipment and 10,274 pounds of cryogenic ma-

terials. This payload will not have meteoroid shielding; hence, it will be

recovered and disposed of immediately on arrival. The "dry" cargo will be

unloaded and transferred to the shelters by crews usin _ the surface vehicles.

In view of the one-shot nature of resupply required for the mission-activity level

assumed in this example, direct transfer of the cryogenic tankage to the shelter

areas and construction there of new tank farms will be employed. The resupply

payloads for base evolution are similar to those for Base Model 4 and will be

handled in the same manner.
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2.8.5.3 Crew Delivery and Return-- The requirement that crews be delivered

and returned in three-man increments is consistent with a modest expansion of

Apollo/LEM capabilities. To provide the greatest measure of crew safety, the

abort capability represented by ready-status storage of Earth-return crew

vehicles is desired; therefore, the first-in/first-out mode of base manning,

where each crew increment arrives and returns in the same vehicle, is specified.

Vehicle storage time is 3 months for Base Model 1 and 6 months for all the other

cases.

2.8.6 Base Deactivation

The final operational actions at a base are concerned with the preparation for

return to earth of the final crew increment and possibly with actions taken to

"mothball" the base for future usefulness.

Until further details of the lunar program are refined, and particularly until the

relative geographic positions of initial and subsequent bases are determined, it

would be premature to assert that each base should be "mothballed" when its

use is terminated. Certainly, consideration is warranted if an unmanned phase

occurs in an evolutionary concept. A "mothballed" lunar base could very possibly

serve as a temporary camp for a trip made from a nearby later base. The lunar

environment, the amount of protection required, and the effort and amount of

material would need to be determined, and the base's location would need to be

recorded, both by coordinates and by a long-life beacon.
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3. 0 SUBSYSTEM ANALYSIS AND MODULE CONFIGURATION

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The following summaries outline the principal results of lunar base subsystem

analyses and module design, including functional definitions and the results of

parametric analyses of each major subsystem. Logical modules within each

subsystem are defined and conceptual designs of the modules are described.

A summary list of the subsystem modules derived in this study is contained in
Table 2.4-A.
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3.2 STRUCTURALANALYSIS

Duringstructural analysesall significant environmentaleffects that could affect
the integrity of structural and/or mechanicalsystemswere considered. Para-
metric studies were performedwith specifiedenvironmentalfactors andloads
for radiation andmeteoroidshielding, shelter structure thermal response,
structural concepts, structural material evaluation, andstress analysis. These
analysesdefine the S-1 shelter configuration.

3.2.1 RadiationShielding

Potential radiation sourcesharmful to lunar basepersonnelinclude:

i)

2)

3)

4)

5)

Solar Flares;

Galactic Cosmic Rays;

Lunar -surface Radiation;

Transit through Van Allen Belts;

Lunar Base Nuclear Powerplants.

Of these five sources, the solar-flare proton environment contributes the major

radiation hazard, and consideration of maximum allowed radiation skin dosage

was based on this environment. Nuclear powerplants will be provided with

sufficient shielding so that the total integrated dose from all sources will not ex-

ceed the allowable. A parameter study of aluminim shielding weight versus

exposure time for various allowed skin dosages, Figure 3.2-1, showed the effec-

tiveness of radiation shielding to diminish allowed dosages below 200 rads.

Based on an optimization of shielding weight and a review of allowable radiation

exposure for humans, an allowed skin dose of 200 rads was selected for the

shelter study. Aluminum shielding weight per unit surface area versus exposure

time was "determined for various probabilities of not exceeding the assumed

200-rad allowed dose. The effectiveness of lunar material in providing radiation

protection was assumed equivalent to an equal mass of aluminum. In conclusion,

the maximum indicated thickness of lunar material is 2 inches, considering a

24-month exposure time and a 200-rad allowed skin dose.

3.2.2 Meteoroid Shielding

Meteoroid shielding requirements were determined, based on the environment

proposed in Volume II, Section 3.0 and the methods presented in Appendix A for

analyzing the meteoroid flux. Mission times of interest range from 1 to 3 years.

An unattended stay time of 1 year establishes the minimum shielding to be in-

cluded in the module shelter payload. Operation stay times up to 24 months

beyond the 1-year unattended period were studied. A parametric study of total

aluminum shielding thickness, for a double-wall concept with 2 inches of filler

material, versus exposed surface area for various stay times and a probability

of no penetration, P0' equal to 0.99 is illustrated in Figure 3.2-2.
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Present knowledge of penetration resistance for single- and multishield meteoroid

bumpers indicates that a proper multishield design may be as effective with a total

equivalent skin thickness equal to 0.16 times the thickness of a single shield.

However, further research on meteoroid penetration criteria is required to estab-

lish a firm foundation for shielding design.

Lunar material may be used for meteoroid shielding. For this study, specified

properties of the lunar material for stopping meteoroids results in a considerably

reduced efficiency compared with those of aluminum sheet. Also, the use of

lunar material as meteoroid shielding is not possible until the lunar base personnel

arrive; therefore, metallic shielding is required during the unattended stay time.

As a comparison of relative efficiency, a 3-month stay time (beyond 1 year) for

P = 0.99 requires 6.2 inches of lunar material as compared to an additional

0701 inch of aluminum.

Required shielding thickness for combined radiation and meteoroid protection

was determined. This trade study compared the ratio of radiation to meteoroid

shielding thickness versus exposure time for exposed and completely covered

shelter modules. A surface exposed module is critical for radiation shielding,

and a covered module is critical for meteoroid shielding. Loads due to lunar

material overburden, when the shelter module was completely covered, are

negligible when compared with lunar landing loads.

Four structural configurations- monocoque, skin-stringer, honeycomb sand-

wich, and corrugated-core sandwich--were analyzed with respect to lunar landing

loads. An optimum structural shell requires additional meteoroid shielding

thickness when a 12-month unattended stay time at P = 0.99 is considered. This
additional material was determined for two criteria. 0Criterion A assumed 1. 5

inches and Criterion B assumed 2.0 inches of foam filler between structure and

the bumper shield. The monocoque configuration resulted in the lightest structure

for Criterion A; the sandwich configurations were the lightest structures for

Criterion B. Criterion B produced the lightest overall configuration, therefore

a corrugated-core sandwich structure was chosen for the boost shroud and inner

module wails.

3.2.3 Thermal Analysis

Thermal protection is required for personnel, structural seals, electronics, and

life support equipment. The main thermal problems are prevention of heat leakage

and extreme temperature fluctuations. A passive type thermal protection system

composed of insulation and an outer surface with desirable radiative properties

was chosen based on reliability and system simplicity.

Five basic shelter shapes were considered: (1) a vertical, flat-topped cylinder;

(2) a cone; (3) a hemisphere; (4) a sphere; and (5) a quonset. During lunar midday,

a (solar absorptivity to emissivity) lessthe hemisphere is best for ratios of _-
than 0.5, while the cylinder is best for ratios greater than 0.5. During lunar night
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the sphere has the best thermal efficiency. The thermal insulation weight
penalty for any of these shapes is not prohibitive.

It was found that the critical thermal design point occurs in the lunar night

during the long term storage period. The amount of insulation required depends

upon the amount of heat generated within the shelter in the storage condition.

Figure 3.2-3 shows this relationship for the cylindrical shelter with a multi-

layer of super-insulation (K = 0. 0004 Btu-in./hr-ft2-°F, p = 2.5 lb/ft3).

The possibility of using lunar material as thermal insulation was considered.

Three methods of accomplishing this were analyzed: (1) complete burial of the

shelter; (2) covering the shelter; and (3) filling the void between the shelter and

a surrounding caisson. It was concluded that one foot of lunar dust (K = 0. 00726
Btu-ft/hr-ft2-°F) would provide adequate thermal protection in all cases.

Figure 3.2-3
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3.2.4 Structural and Material Selection

The development of a lunar-base shelter structure was approached by evaluating

proposed space and lunar structures disclosed in a literature survey. From this

study three feasible lunar base concepts were considered; rigid preassembled,

rigid expandable and inflatable. Twenty-three proposed configurations were

evaluated with respect to structural weight per unit volume. The S-1 shel-

ter module, with a pressurized volume three times greater than that of the

other configurations, is approximately in the center of the structural weight

to volume range.

Seven shelter configurations were selected for a meteoroid shielding study. The

following ground rules were applied: (1) the structure was shielded for 1 year

of.unattended stay time at P0 = 0.99, (2) inherent shielding of the normal load

structure was considered, (3) expandable and inflatable structures were shielded

in a contracted form, and (4) it was assumed that a double shield configuration

with 2 inches of foam filler required a shield thickness 0.16 times the net

thickness of a single shield. The inflatable concepts have no inherent shielding

but do have expansion ratios on the order of 30. Therefore, the required

shielding weight in their contracted form is small. Results of this study,

based on structural and meteoroid shielding weight per unit volume, showed

that the S-1 shelter was excelled only by the inflatable concept.

A shape study was performed to compare surface area above the lunar ground

plane and internal volume. Results of this study show that the hemisphere is an

ideal shape, followed by the quonset, cone, cylinder and sphere, respectively.

The S-1 shelter does not correspond exactly to any of these shapes; however,

it is midway between the hemisphere and quonset.

Comparison of lunar structure concepts was completed with an investigation of

packaging and gross payload characteristics of four selected configurations: two

rigid-preassembled, a rigid-expandable and an inflatable toroid. For this study,

all four configurations would have an internal pressurized volume equal to the

S-1 shelter module. A cylindrical shape was used for the rigid structures, and

structural weight to volume relationships for two loading conditions were con-

sidered--internal pressurization and compressive buckling. The inflatable-

toroidal structure was extrapolated to required volume from weight-volume

data given in the literature.

In addition to the equal pressurized volumes, as noted above, the following

ground rules were applied: (1) each shelter was packaged within a 260-inch-

diameter envelope; (2) allowances were made for existing structure in computing

additional meteoroid shielding and packaging structure; (3) radiation shielding

was neglected on the assumption that all concepts, when operational, would be

covered with lunar material and (4) identical nonstructural subsystems were

included in the total payload weights for each configuration. From this study,
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two major conclusionsmaybe drawn: (1) the netvariation in grosspayload
weightbetweenthe inflatable-toroidal conceptandthepreassembledS-1shelter
conceptis on the order of 4 percent, and (2) thepreassembledconceptbest
adaptsto the lack of knowledgeof man's capabilitiesandtheperformanceof
structural materials in a lunar environment.

Material comparisonsof mag-lithium, Lockalloyandberyllium alloys in place
of aluminumfor structural and meteoroidshielding indicate thepossibility of
significant weightsavings. However, fabricationdifficulties andpossible
brittle-cracking effects of thesematerials tendto eliminate themas a material
choice. In the near future it is anticipatedthesematerials will havethe needed
reliability andnewfabrication methodswill bedevisedso that potentialweight
savingsmaybe realized.

3.2.5 StressAnalysis

Thebasic shelter structure wasanalyzedto determinecomponentsizes and
structural weights, andto aid in evaluationof structural arrangementandmanu-
facturing feasibility. Theprimary aim of all parametric studies wasto optimize
the structure with regard to minimumweight.

A requirement for the payloadsupport structure is that thepayloadbe supported
at its periphery. Critical ultimate landingloadsof 15g vertical and7.5 g hori-
zontal causeanaxial compressionloadof 965poundsper inch of shell circum-
ference in the outer cylinder.

A studywas madeof structural weightper unit volumefor cylindrical structures
of monocoque,skin-stringer, corrugated-coresandwich,andhoneycombcore
sandwichconstructionunder axial compressionloads. Thehorizontal cutoff of
Figure 3.2-4 representsa minimum gageof 0.030inchesat a cylinder radius of
130inches. The material chosenfor this studyis 2219-T62aluminumalloy.

The shelter moduleis composedof two pressureshells; theouter cylinder is the
boost shroud, andthe inner cylinder definestheliving quarters. Ellipsoidal
pressure headswere selectedas endclosures for the inner cylinder. An analysis
relating headthickness to the ratio of minor to major semi-axes indicates that
the thickliess is a minimum whentheheadsassumea hemispherical shape,
(b/a = 1). However, this condition is restrictive to useful volume. If the ratio

of b/a is less than 0. 707, the head thickness increases sharply due to compres-

sive stresses occurring at the juncture of the head and cylinder.

Therefore, elliptical heads were selected at the optimum ratio of b/a = 0. 707.

For the annular space between the two cylinders, the head can be either an

elliptical dome (spanning both cylinders) or a toroidal head (spanning only the

annular space). A weight optimization study concluded that the toroidal heads

would produce a net weight savings of 240 pounds.
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Stress analysis indicates that a multiradial truss system will best support the

shelter and equipment loads across the 260-inch-diameter boost shroud.

Airlock analysis was performed considering two configurations: (1) monocoque

structure with sausage ends, subjected to internal pressure only; (2) honeycomb

sandwich structure without sausage ends, subjected to external buckling pressure.

The results of this analysis indicate that the configurations are comparable in

weight. A further parametric study was performed to show the variation in

airlock weight versus door height.

Figure 3.2-4
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3.3 PERSONNEL SHELTER

The personnel shelters for this extended lunar exploration system must protect

the crew from the hostile lunar environment; provide adequate indoor comfort,

security, and convenience; transport, store, and protect other essential equipment

and supplies; and be adaptable to reasonable base construction and operation plans.

Although the individual's space suit and the cab of the lunar roving vehicle are, in

fact, personnel shelters also, this section discusses the personnel shelter sub-

system (Figure 3.3-1) to house the entire crew, their logistics, and resupply.

3.3.1 Requirements

In addition to the general requirements mentioned in the definition, these shelters

"shall support a range of missions for extending the exploration of the Moon, employ-

ing three men for 3 months and up to 18 men for 2 years or more.

In addition to normal operations, the personnel shelters mustaccommodate emer-

gencies to the extent that they shall provide for crew refuge and be conveniently

and readily repairable.

3.3.1.1 Volume and Floor Area BThe architectural design is predicated on the

available transportation and on the extraordinary difficulties in construction on the

Moon. This leads to the selection of preassembled structures. In general, suf-

ficient volume is required for crew living space, support equipment and supplies,

and mission equipment and supplies to ensure the safe and orderly accomplishment
of mission tasks.

For six men, the 469 cubic feet per man inside the protection of the shelter allows

each man a space of approximately 7.5 by 9 by 7 feet high. About half of this

volume is occupied by stores and equipment; about half is free space. Since the

six-man shelter can accommodate three men and carry all their mission supplies

in a single payload, there is no need for further design refinement.

3.3.1.2 Meteoroid Protection --Studies of meteoroid activity on the lunar surface

and shelter shielding required to protect against this hazard have resulted in the

design of a four-ply aluminum wall structure filled with foam. The outer wall

serves as caisson and bumper shield, and the inner wall serves as the structural

pressure shell. This structure affords sufficient protection for 1-year storage

on the lunar surface. After arrival of the crew, additional protection will be

provided by a covering of lunar material. The basic shelter module would require

7 pounds per square foot of lunar covering to provide a probability of 0.99 of no

meteoroid penetration for a 6-month mission, and 153 pounds per square foot to

provide a 0.999 probability. For missions longer than 6 months, 24 inches of

fill is provided inside the caisson and over the entire top for all shelters, at an

estimated 125 psf.
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3.3.1.3 Radiation Protection -- Results of radiation studies show that 7.5 pounds

per square foot of aluminum, lunar soil, or a combination of these materials are

required to provide a probability of 0.99 that the crew will not be subject to more

than an acceptable dosage of 215 rads during the crew exposure for the 6-month

rotation period. Increasing the shielding to 8 pounds per square foot will provide

a probability of 0.999. This quantity of shielding is not required during the 1-year
unmanned storage.

3.3.1, 4 Safety and Reliability -- The arrangement of the shelter is designed to

provide redundancy in all mission safety components, The shelter volume is divi-

ded into three independent pressuretight chambers. The innermost "living space"

houses the six spare space suits to provide a fourth pressure protection. Secon-

dary access and escape routes are defined,

The outer shell is designed to withstand the meteoroid and radiation environment

also, although the 2-foot-thick blanket of lunar fill is six times thicker than needed

for protection. In addition, supplies and equipment are located where they will

contribute most to protection. This same philosophy applies to accessibility for

adjustment or maintenance to all subsystems housed in the shelter.

3.3.2 Functional Description

The basic shelter module illustrated in Figure 3.3-1 is a rigid structure, designed

to provide living and work space for six men for 6 months. The shelter consists

of two pressure vessels, concentric in planform, surrounded and covered by a

meteoroid shield. Total enclosed volume is 2813 cubic feet, with 288 square feet

of floor. The space below the pressure vessel is occupied by three spherical

cryogenic tanks, 28 stowed solar cell panels, and the lunar roving vehicle.

A three-door airlock provides primary access from outside to the work and living

compartments; area = 14.2 square feet; volume = 148 square feet. A vacuum.

pump reclaims 80 percent of the air during locking cycles and delivers it to the

work compartment. Normal access to the work compartment is through a pres-

sure door in the living compartment. A secondary access door is provided in the

wall of the work compartment, 180 degrees from the airlock, for shelter access

in case of airlock failure. This operation requires depressurization of the work

compartment. This door, as well as the outside airlock door, mounts a cluster-

ing boss to facilitate connecting shelters together for lunar-base expansion.
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3.4 LIFE SUPPORT AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

The life support and environmental control subsystem encompasses the following

functional areas:

1) Thermal control;

2) Atmosphere control;

3) Water management;

4) Waste disposal;

5) Personal hygiene;

6) Feeding;

7) Crew systems and furnishings.

3.4.1 Subsystem Studies

3.4.1° 1 Thermal Control raThe major thermal control problems for the lunar

base are:

1) Shelter temperature control during storage (little or no power);

2) Shelter temperature control during operation (normal and emergency);

3) Management of thermal energy within the shelter;

4) Temperature control of modules not within the shelter (solar panels,

power modules, and maintenance and service modules);

5) Temperature control of electric cable and miscellaneous small articles

placed on the lunar surface;

6) Temperature control of lunar surface vehicles;

7) Heat-sink problems if shelters are covered or buried.

3.4, 1.1.1 Heat Sinks m Possible heat sinks for the lunar shelters are:

1) Space radiators;

2) Lunar substrate thermal mass;

3) Expendable mass (evaporants);

4) Transient heat storage in internal thermal mass.

The lunar substrate is not promising as a heat sink for a large heat loads because

of its expected low thermal conductivity and diffusivity and high contact resistance.
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However, temperature regulation may be good for buried shelter modules gener-

ating only a small amount of internal heat.

Use of expendable evaporants for shelter cooling will probably be limited to

emergency conditions. Evaporative water cooling will be needed for pressure-

suit cooling outside the shelter and may also be needed for supplementary

cooling of the lunar surface vehicles.

Space radiators will provide the primary heat sink for the shelter modules.

3.4.1.1.2 Temperature Control Concepts m Analysis of simple geometric

shapes normally expected on a large landing vehicle shows heat-sink tempera-

tures to be either excessive or marginal.

A simple approach to achieving low effective heat-sink temperatures on the

Moon is to alter the radiation characteristics of part of the lunar surface with

a different material. In addition, if the radiator is oriented or shielded from

the direct rays of the Sun, a minimum heat-sink temperature would be realized.

One means of obtaining a low heat-sink temperature for vertical radiators

on the sides of the shelter module is to use a reflective ground cover around

the base of the shelter. Figure 3.4-1 shows the effective sink temperature

as a function of the solar angle and the angular position around the cylinder.

3.4.1.1.3 Shelter Heat Rejection Estimates raTable 3.4-A summarizes the

heat rejection estimates for the lunar shelters. Radiator sizes determined

are based on:

1) Radiators on cylindrical sides of the shelter, out of the view of the Sun;

2) Radiators facing specularly reflecting ground covers.

3.4.1.1.4 Temperature Control During Storage -- Temperature control of

the shelter during storage (prior to occupancy} is required to prevent degrada-

tion or failure of equipment. After the shelter has been vacated, temperature

control to maintain equipment for reuse may also be desired, although this is

presently considered a secondary requirement. Figure 3.4-2 shows the

results of _ typical analysis using thermal insulation, heat storage, and heat

generation to maintain the desired control.

3.4.1.2 Atmosphere Control--

3.4. 1.2.1 Atmosphere Selection nA study of the preferred compartment

atmosphere for lunar base shelter modules has resulted in the following

recommendations: (1) normal, manned operation: 6.0 psia, with an oxygen

partial pressure of 3.5 psia; and (2) emergency manned operation: pure

oxygen at 3.5 psi a.
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Figure3.4-I
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Table 3.4-A

ESTIMATED HEAT REJECTION REQUIREMENTS FOR LUNAR SHELTERS
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This

1)

conclusion is based upon the following findings and rationale.

There is some evidence (although not conclusive) that a pure-oxygen atmos-

phere is harmful for durations longer than 2 weeks.

2) A pure-oxygen atmosphere is recommended as an emergency mode of

operation so that a failure in the nitrogen supply, control, and distribution

subsystem will not result in total failure of the cabin atmosphere system.

3) Because a pure-oxygen atmosphere will be an emergency mode of operation,

it will be necessary to control the fire hazard and the trace-contaminant

problem by materials selection and not to rely on the nitrogen in the air.

Analysis and experience with pure-oxygen systems show 3.5 psia nominal

to be a good design point for emergency operation.

4) With an oxygen-nitrogen atmosphere, the maximum pressure in the cabin

is limited by the consideration of decompression sickness. An analysis

of existing test data shows that the safe upper limit is approximately 6.0

psia.

5) The minimum concentration of inert gas required is not known, although a

minimum design point of 30-percent nitrogen has been recommended to

meet physiological needs {Reference 33a).

Figure 3.4-3 shows a correlation of decompression tests while the crew members

are exercising. These data suggest that decompression from 6.0 to 3.5 psia

will be safe.

It is concluded that the cabin atmosphere should be between 5.0 and 6.0 psia.

To favor a higher concentration of inert gas, which is the least known of the

several requirements, 6.0 psia is recommended.

3.4.1.2.2 Airlock Operations -- A study was made of airlock operation

penalties comparing:

1) Air recovery with a pump;

2) Exhausting to space;

3) Decompression to a second airlock before exhausting to space, assuming
that a second airlock is carried for reliability.

For Base Model 1, the equivalent weight penalty for the two-airlock system

is only slightly greater than for the pump system. For Base Model 2, it is

not clear whether the weight advantage of the pump system is great enough

to offset possible problems with reliability and pump-air contamination.
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Assuming 2 lockages per day per shelter for Base Models 3 and 4, a pump

airlock clearly will be worthwhile, even though on occasion the pump will not

be used in order to save time. Assuming a base evolution from Base Model 1

to Base Model 4, all bases will use pumped airlocks.

3.4.1.2.3 Carbon Dioxide Removal and Processing m Regenerable carbon

dioxide removal methods will be needed for the primary atmosphere control

system on the lunar base. Among the more promising methods at the present

time axe:

1) Molten salt electrolysis system;

2) Electrodialysis cells;

3) Molecular sieves (desorption either by heating or venting to space);

4) Absorption by regenerable liquid;

5) Solid amines.

Because of the use of fuel cells in the power system, large amounts of surplus

water are available. Based on the availability of this water, it is preferable

to recover oxygen from CO 2 only for Base Models 3 and 4 and to obtain the

remaining oxygen from the surplus water, assuming no base evolution; with

base evolution, oxygen should also be recovered from the CO 2. Evaluation of

applicable methods has led to a choice of the simple Sabatier system with

molecular-sieve CO2 adsorption for preliminary design purposes.

3.4.1.2.4 Trace Contaminant and Humidity Control --The trace contaminant

and humidity control system removes particulate matter, undesirable gases,

and excess water vapor. Major components and functions are:

1) Filters for dust;

2) Ultraviolet lamp for bacteria;

3) Activated carbon for vapors and odors;

4) Catalytic burner for low-molecular-weight gases;

5) Dehumidifier to remove excess water vapor;

6) Materlals control to minimize toxic contaminants.

3.4.1.2.5 Oxygen and Nitrogen Expendables Required -- The nitrogen and

oxygen needs of the lunar shelters for each base axe shown in Tables 3.4-B

and 3.4-C, respectively, with the basis for the estimates indicated.

3.4.1.3 Water Management _Approximately 7 pounds of water per man per

day axe required in each of the four base concepts under study for the metabo-

lic needs of the crew in the shelter module, and an additional 4 pounds are

required for pressure-suit operation. Each man is allowed 4 pounds per day

for washing.
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Table 3.4-B
ESTIMATEDNITROGENNEEDSFORLUNAR SHELTERS*
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Table 3.4-C

ESTIMATED OXYGEN NEEDS FOR LUNAR SHELTERS
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3.4. I.3.1 Mission Constraints -- The lunar base concept imposes the follow-

ing requirements on the water management system:

1) Water recovery must be conducted at maximum efficiency.

2) The waste residues must be rendered inoffensive and harmless.

3) Overall system weights must be minimized.

3.4.1.3.2 Water Reclamation --Various processes can be used to reclaim

waste water, depending on the source and the use intended for the product water.

One significant water reclamation problem area is the establishment of realistic

quality standards for water potability. Currently used Public Health Standards

are based on ground water supplies and do not include the possibility of a build-

up of hormone and protein products that might occur with closed-system recycl-
ing of water.

Water management considers the reclamation of water from respiration, per-

spiration, urine, and wash water for potable water supply. Use of recovered

fecal water will be limited to cooling and makeup oxygen requirements. The

vapor compression/distillation, electrodialysis, air evaporation, and inciner-

ation (pyrolysis, vapor compression/distillation) water recovery systems were

considered compatible with lunar base system requirements.

Comparisons of the four systems were made for all four lunar base concepts,

as typified by Table 3.4-D. On the basis of overall system weight and assur-

ance of high water quality, the incineration, vapor compression/distillation

system is the first choice. The air evaporation system is fairly competitive

and is the second choice. A simplified block diagram of the selected system

is shown in Figure 3.4-4.

3.4.1.4 Waste Disposal -- All waste material must be collected and the usable

material reclaimed; the unusable residue must be disposed of. Culinary by-

products, packaging material, urine residue, and various wastes from water

reclamation, feces, vomitus, and various body products from personal grooming

constitute the range of wastes that must be accommodated by the disposal system.

Avoidance of contamination is the major requirement of the waste disposal

system. Therefore, all waste material must be rendered inert or sealed to

prevent escape from containers. Disposal methods considered acceptable
include incineration and vacuum sublimation. The vacuum sublimation method

includes collecting wastes in vapor-permeable, sealable bags, which are then

exposed to lunar vacuum. When all volatiles are removed, the semipermeable

bag is sealed in an impermeable bag and stored.

The incineration method uses high-temperature ashing of the waste materials

anticipated during lunar base operation. On the basis of weight trades, the

vacuum sublimation waste disposal system is selected for the lunar base.
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Table 3.4-D

COMPARISONOF WATERRECLAMATIONSYSTEMS
BaseModel2: Six Men, 180-DayMission
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Figure 3.4-4
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3.4. I. 5 Personal Hygiene Considerations --Dirt, microorganisms, and non-

living particles may constitute a hazard because of pathogenicity or toxicity.

Cleansing requirements are:

1) Whole-body cleaning;

2) Hand and face cleaning;

3) Dental hygiene;

4) Clothing;

5) Cabin cleaning.

Identical compounds will be used for all cleaning applications, with the exception

of dental hygiene and special conditions discussed below. Pure soaps appear to

be the best cleaning agents from cleaning efficiency and low-toxicity considera-

tions. Sodium or potassium oleate or palmitate is recommended.

1) Whole-Bod v Cleaning--Conventional shower baths with collapsible, stowable

shower stalls that minimize space requirements may be used. The limited

wash-water allowance per man-day will limit shower bathing to approximately

once per week for each man. Sponge bathing between showers will serve to

maintain a hygienic body cleanliness.

2) Hand and Face Cleaning -- A small wash basin with adequatesplash shield-

ing will suffice for hand and face washing and sponge bathing. _Chemically

treated wash pads will be adequate for roving vehicle operation.
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3)

4)

5)

Dental Hygiene --An ingestible dentifrice is proposed to simplify collection

and disposal of oral waste products. This method also lends itself readily

to emergency water use conditions or roving vehicle operation.

Laundering m A trade between laundering and disposable clothing was

made. In view of the weight penalty per manhour of labor on the lunar

surface, disposable clothing was selected over washing and reuse of

clothing. An additional advantage is the high reliability of disposable

clothing (unaffected by water or power system emergencies).

Cabin Cleaning m Particulate matter may be swept up, sealed in plastic

bags, and stored. Surface films and grime will be removed by wiping

surfaces with a soap-impregnated sponge or spongecloth.

A small vacuum cleaner will be used to remove lunar debris from the

space suits on return from extravehicular operations. Removal of this

dust during or immediately after completion of airlock operation will

minimize contamination of the cabin interior.

3.4.1.6 Feeding m Precooked freeze--dehydrated foods minimize storage

and preparation power requirements and stored weight; they also eliminate

conventional cooking. The food is reconstituted in the storage packages. A

reasonable variety of foods can be freeze--dehydrated and reconstituted into

palatable meals. This form of food has therefore been chosen for the lunar

base.

Food packages will serve as dishes to conserve weight and to eliminate dish-

washing requirements. Conventional eating utensils will be used.

3.4.1.7 Crew Systems and Furnishings --Crew systems and furnishing in-

clude such items as pressure suits and backpacks, clothing, recreation equip-

ment, personal items, first-aid and medical equipment, bunks, bedding, furni-

ture and the necessary cabinets, storage facilities, and fixtures,

Pressure-suit operations will be required for excursions on the lunar surface,

part of the time while in the shelter, and part while in lunar surface vehicles.

Shelter use will be for scheduled operations such as deliberate depressurization

or preparation for cabin exit, or for emergency situations such as cooling system

failure or atmosphere control system failure. Lunar surface use will be for

construction, maintenance and resupply, and scientific activities.

The expendables required for portable life support system operation on the

lunar surface will be a significant weight item. Figures 3.4-5 and 3.4-6 show

expendables needed for suit atmosphere control.

It is seen that the largest weight item is cooling water. To reduce this weight

penalty, it is worthwhile to consider cooling by radiation during the lunar night
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Figure 3.4-5.
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and to use the expendable evaporant only during the lunar day or in event of

failure of the radiative cooling mode.

3.4.1.8 Lunar Surface Vehicle Life Support --

3.4.1.8.1 Atmosphere Control -- A pure oxygen atmosphere at 4.0 psia was

assumed for all lunar surface vehicles in estimating expendables required.

Total oxygen needed for lunar surface vehicles represents 30 to 40 percent of

the total life support oxygen requirement.

3.4. 1.8.2 Temperature Control -- An external radiator will provide the

primary heat sink for lunar surface vehicles. Temperature control during

the lunar day is one of the important problems of lunar vehicles. For prelim-

inary design purposes, the following assumptions were made for cooling during

the lunar day:

1) Most of the heat load is at high temperature and can be handled by the

vehicle radiator.

2) The low-temperature cooling load consists of two men and 300 watts.

3) Power is provided by a 4.0-kilowatt fuel cell system.

4) The maximum endurance required is 5 Earth days.

5) An emergency cooling system is necessary.

Based on these assumptions, a system employing the melting of 500 pounds of

ice is reasonable and has been selected pending a more thorough study of this

problem. The ice would be frozen during the lunar night, and the melt water is

retained. In emergencies this water can be evaporated after melting. Addition-

ally, it may be possible to use this mass for solar flare shielding of the lunar

vehicle.

3.4.2 Modular Division of Subsystems

Module L-1 is the basic life-support building block and is designed into the

basic shelter to perform all the life support needs of Base Model 1, including

expendables for the roving vehicle. For the advanced bases, each Module L-1

is supplemented by a module of additional equipment and a supply module of

expendables. The additional equipment modules are identical, whereas the

resupply modules are not. Thus, five life-support modules are identified:.

1) L-l-- the basic life support module designed into each shelter;

2) L-2 --the additional equipment module that elevates L-1 from a three-man

to a six-man capability;
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3)

4)

5)

L-3 --the supply module that provides the extra expendables needed with

Base Model 2;

L-4 --the supply module that provides one-half of the extra expendables

needed in Base Model 3;

L-5 --the supply module that provides one-third of the extra expendables
needed in Base Model 4.

The equipment within Module L-1 is also organized into component packages, and

may be broken down into fixed equipment and movable equipment. Logistic

Modules L-4 and L-5 are broken down into packages small enough to permit

transfer of expendables to the roving vehicles, or to more than one shelter if

necessary.
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3.5 POWER

Theobjectivesof this studyare: (1) to defineconceptualelectric power-system
modulessuitable for selectedlunar-base configurationsandoperationsin the
1970-75period, and (2)to present generalconsiderations, parametric data,
andoptimization criteria useful for comparisonandselectionof electric power
systemsover a wide range (powerlevel andmission duration)of baseconcepts.
To accomplishtheseobjectives, thefollowing approachhasbeenadopted:

DefineRequirements

1) GeneralCriteria

2) Power require-
ments

a) power quantity

b) powerquality

c) powerblocks

d) type of power

e) loadprofiles

Perform Basic Studies

1) Define system parameters

2) Compare applicable gener-

ation concepts

3) Compare applicable trans-

mission and distribution

concepts

4) Compare basic control
functions

5) Compare emergency powei

concepts

6) Develop optimization

criteria

Selection of

Optimum Concepts

1) Compare most appli-

cable systems for

range of base opera-

tions

2) Develop system confi-

gurations in form of

power modules to

cover range of

operations

3.5.1 Requirements

Requirements in the form of general criteria and electric power demand are

defined so that the evaluation and comparison of systems are determined for a

specific range of lunar-base applications.

Specific load requirements have been defined for four proposed base configura-

tions. These load requirements are presented in charts which show power level,

duty cycle, lunar day and night division, essential and nonessential blocks, and

type of power preference, such as a.c. or d.c. Table 3.5-A, which defines

load requirements for Base 4, is an example of the load charts presented.

General considerations regarding load requirements are discussed in detail

and include the following principal topics:

1) Optimization of the interface between power quantity requirements and the

power system (this optimization includes consideration of load scheduling

or load management and energy management);

2) Power quality;
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3)

4)

General power quantity requirements for various types of loads (Figure

3.5-1 is an example of power quantity for synthesis and regeneration of

water on the lunar base} ;

Power system optimization with respect to type (voltage level and d.c. or

frequency of a.e. power) of power at the utilization level.

To define the total power quantity requirements for the specific lunar configura-

tions, load profiles have been prepared for each base. Figure 3.5-2 is an

example showing the load profile for Base 1.

3.5.2 Basic Considerations

To provide the tools and the foundational information from which the most appli-

cable and optimum power system concepts may be determined, certain basic

analyses must be made. These analyses present general information and data

relative to the concepts that can provide the various functions required in a

lunar-base electrical system.

3.5.2.1 System Parameters m Quality-type parameters are defined and applied

in conjunction with selected optimization criteria as a systematic means of com-

paring various system concepts and of selecting the most applicable and optimum

concepts. The quality-type parameters chosen for the comparison of lunar base

power system candidates are:

1) Reliability;

2) Safety;

3) Installation labor;

4) Maintenance and replacement labor;

5) Weight;

6) Space factor (volume or area);

7) Development and hardware cost;

8) Growth potential;

9) Power quality;

10) Availability,

II) Active and storage lifetime;

12) By-product credit;

13) Operating labor (startup, normal, shutdown);

14) Efficiency.
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Figure 3.5-2
LOAD PROFILE-BASE MODEL I
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3.5.2.2 Generation ConceptsmGeneral conclusions are presented, based on

a state-of-the-art survey, regarding the range (power level and mission dura-

tion) of applicability of various electric power generation concepts.

Applicable generation concepts are compared on the basis of the selected quality-

type parameters. Figures 3.5-3 and 3.5-4 are comparisons of generation con-

cepts on the basis of weight as a quality-type parameter. Comparison on the

basis of other quality-type parameters is presented in tabular form with

accompanying notes of explanation.

Comparisons are made of nuclear reactor generation system emplacement and

shielding concepts. Several lunar shielding configurations are analyzed to

determine radiation dose rate versus distance from the reactor. The weight

of Earth-launched shield configurations for various power levels and radiation

level patterns has also been determined. On the basis of cost estimates for
nuclear reactor burial it is concluded that radiation shielding by burial on the

lunar surface will be more economical and will have less restrictive exclusion

patterns than Earth-launched shields.

3.5.2.3 Transmission and Distribution Concepts-- The link between generation

and utilization functions in the lunar base electrical system includes power

conditioning, power transmission between a generation module and the base or

shelter, and distribution of electric power on the base or within the shelter.

In a detailed power system study, design optimization should be performed on

a system level to include generation, transmission and distribution, and utilization.

In the present lunar-base study the transmission and distribution concepts

illustrated in Figure 3.5-5 are compared together with the generation systems

that appear most applicable. For example, in the low power level d.c. genera-

tion concepts in which the power system is integral with the base shelter, it is

logical to consider utilization of the main block of power at the generation level.

In larger bases of long mission duration, a central nuclear powerplant is

practical. Network configurations, voltage level, and d.c. or frequency of a.c.

must be compared in a system with transmission lines and central nuclear plants

to determine optimum combinations. Figure 3.5-6 is a comparison of some

types of electric power transmission on the basis of weight as a quality-type

parameter.

3.5.2.4 Control m The control of a lunar-base power system is provided in the

fulfillment of such basic functions as automatic regulation, fault detection and

isolation, system start-up and shutdown, circuit and load switching, and monitoring.

The control functions govern performance (dynamic and steady state) of the

system as a whole, warn of impending trouble, and protect the system from

catastrophic failure. These functions play a significant role in ensuring elec-

tric service continuity, a factor that is of critical importance on the lunar base.
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Figure 3.5-4
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Figure3.5-5
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Figure 3.5-6
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A comparison of control functions is presented for the generation system con-

cepts that appear most applicable over the range of proposed lunar-base con-

figurations. The comparison is arranged into a reference table of control func-

tions, system schematics, and notes of explanation for the control functions.

3.5.2.5 Emergency m Emergency is defined as the condition when all prime

electrical power has failed. It is logical to provide a reliable emergency power

source as a part of each shelter power system. The rating of the emergency

source should provide the base essential power requirements for a period of

time required to make repairs of a reasonable magnitude on the prime power

system, or to make a systematic safe abort.

The secondary battery rates best as a reliable emergency power source for the

lunar-base application, provided the emergency period is limited to a few hours.

For long emergency periods, batteries are impractical from a weight standpoint,

as illustrated in Figure 3.5-3. A comparison of batteries applicable for lunar-

base emergency power indicates that the silver-zinc battery is best from a

weight standpoint.

3.5.3 Power Modules

A power module is a complete electric power package that may have applications

to one or more of the proposed base configurations. Logical power module con-

cepts are developed for the four base models in accordance with criteria,

specific load requirements, and rationale based on the information and data

developed in the section on basic considerations.

Five

1)

power modules have been developed for the lunar-base configurations.

Power Module Pl --An integral shelter fuel cell/solar cell power system

provides the power requirements (1.5 kw to 2.0 kw) for Base 1. Pl also

provides shelter power during activation of Bases 2, 3, and 4, and standby

power during the operational period of Bases 2, 3, and 4. Figure 3.5-7

is a schematic diagram of Module PI"

2) Power Module P2- The primary objective of P2 is to provide power

(about 15 kw) for Base 2, 3, and 4 service and installation during base

activation periods. P2 is a fuel cell system and is shown schematically in

Figure 3.5-7.

3) Power Module P3 m P3 is a SNAP-8 thermoelectric system that provides
power (about 5 kw maximum demand) for Base 2 after installation.

4) Power Module P4--The objective of P4 is to provide central power for

Bases 3 and 4. The minimum requirement for Base 3 is about 55 kw and

for Base 4 about 75 kw. The nuclear-reactor, 100-kw, advanced SNAP-8,

Rankine cycle, generation concept illustrated in Figure 3.5-8 is recommended

for P4"

5) Power Module P5 D P5 is a central substation for Bases 3 and 4 and contains

switchgear, power conditioning equipment, and power buses for large central
load blocks.
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Figure 3.5-7
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3.6 COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM

3.6.1 Subsystem Analyses

3.6.1.1 Requirements -- The communication requirements for the various lunar

base models are defined for each of the following necessary links with the lunar
base:

I) Earth;

2) Orbiting spacecraft (Apollo command module or lunar excursion module);

3) Man on the lunar surface (roving astronaut or roving vehicle);

4) Scientific instrumentation on the lunar surface (line-of-sight or beyond-line-

of-sight).

Considering the four lunar base models assumed for this study, a nominal com-

munication capability is defined for Base Models 1 and 2 and an expanded com-

munications capability is planned for Base Models 3 and 4. This communication

network is illustrated in Figure 3.6-1.

3.6.1.1.1 Base-to-Earth Links -- The nominal data requirements for this vital

two-way communication link involve the transmission of data consisting of voice,

telemetry, television, and command over an average range of 215,000 nautical

miles. In an emergency, the data requirements would diminish to command and

voice or narrow-band telemetry (roughly 2000 bits per second).

The number of two-way voice channels should be at least two for operational and

scientific purposes. The more complex bases (Base Models 3 and 4) may require

four to six channels to satisfy operational and control functions brought about by

multiple shelters and increased scientific instrumentation. The audio baseband

is assumed to occupy a frequency spectrum of 250 to 2500 cps. An intelligible,

medium-grade voice reception can be obtained with an output signal-to-noise

ratio of 15 decibels.

The telemetry data consists of information derived from the checkout and monitor-

ing of the various subsystems and scientific instrumentation. The data rates in-

volved will depend on the real-time transmission requirements in conjunction with

the storage requirements for delayed transmission to Earth. A time-division

multiplex system such as PAM or PCM is the most appropriate for monitoring

subsystem performance levels, which are basically slowly varying quantities.

The number of channels, sampling rates, and number of encoding bits per sample

cannot be firmly estimated at this time, but a voice/data modulation baseband of

100 to 200 kc/s is an appropriate estimate for the initial base configuration in-

volving both scientific and operational data sources. The modulation baseband

will grow to as high as 1 megacycle for the larger base complexes. An accept-

able output signal-to-noise ratio for telemetry is in the range of 12 to 15 decibels.
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Figure 3.6-1
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In anemergency, or for subsystemcheckoutprior to crew habitation, a narrow-
bandtelemetry requirement exists wherebyonlycritical subsystemperformance
levels are monitoredusing low samplingrates. A data rate of 2000bits per
secondis adequateandis consistentwith time-sharing a single voice channel.

For television transmission back to Earth, theminimum requirements, as estab-
lished by previous studies are as follows:

1) Frame rate- 10 frames per second;

2) Resolution-- 278lines per frame;

3) Acceptablesignal-to-noise ratio n 26 to 30decibels;

4) Modulation-- analog;

5) Videobaseband-- 400kc.

Thevideo basebandrequirementswill be expandedfor the more complexbasesto
2-4 mc to enabletelevision to be transmitted at commercial standardsof 525lines
and30frames per second. This videobasebandcould also beusedfor the trans-
mission of high-resolution (greater than1000lines) pictures using film scanning
techniques.

The commanddatarequirements will consist primarily of discretes or "on-off"
commandsfor remotecontrol of the various lunar basesubsystemsbefore and
during habitation. A digital systemis assumedbecauseof its ability to provide
anaddressto identify the various subsystemsandto ensure reliability, adequate
capacity, andthe ability to incorporate encodingfor security anderror-correcting
functions. The modulationbasebandfor bothvoice anddata is assumedto be less
than100kc. An outputsignal-to-noise ratio of at least 15decibelswouldensure
anacceptablelow bit error rate (less than10-6).

3.6.1.1.2 Baseto Orbiting Spacecraftm Thedata requirementsfor this link in-
volve transmission of two-wayvoice, command,telemetry, andtracking data
(beacon)over an initial slant rangeof 400nauticalmiles. This rangecapability
is adequatefor orbiting andlandingspacecraftaltitudes of 100nauticalmiles and
is consideredsatisfactory for the initial basecomplexes. Rangesonthe order of
1000nautical miles shouldbe consideredfor later basecomplexesto enablea
large variation of orbital parametersto beusedby the spacecraft.

A voice anddatamodulationbandwidthof approximately10kc appearssatisfactory
to handlethe command,telemetry, andvoice requirements dictatedby local use.
However, future capability shouldbe consideredfor .databandwidthsof 100to
200kc, so that a redundantspacecraft-Earth link canbeprovidedvia the lunar
base.

3.6.1.1.3 Baseto Manonthe Lunar Surface-- Twobasic casespresent require-
ments: (1) the roving astronautwithin line-of-sight of a communicationterminal
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(base or roving vehicle); and (2) the roving vehicle, operating both within and be-

yond line-of-sight of the lunar base.

For the roving astronaut, both two-way voice and telemetry data must be trans-
mitted over a range of approximately 4 miles. The telemetry data will be used to

monitor the spacesuit environment and physiological measurements on the astro-

naut. The data rate is estimated to be in the vicinity of 100 bits per second for

telemetry in conjunction with a 2.5-kc voice baseband. The output signal-to-
noise ratio should be at least 15 decibels for both types of data.

The roving vehicle communication requirements are similar to those of the lunar-
base-to-Earth requirements, in that voice, telemetry, television, and command

data are required for proper operation. To maintain contact with the lunar base

beyond line-of-sight, a voice link is considered as a minimum capability out to

ranges of at least 150 miles radius from the base. This voice link may take the
form of normal voice bandwidths of 250 to 2500 cps or 60 words per minute tele-

type (150 cps bandwidth) operating at signal-to-noise ratios of 15 and 10 decibels,
respectively. This capability should possess sufficient growth potential to enable

600-mile ranges to be achieved.

In addition to this narrow-band signaling from the roving vehicle, a wide-band data

link capability should be provided from the vehicle to Earth for transmission of one

voice channel, 10- to 20-kc telemetry baseband for subsystem monitoring and ex-

perimental data, and slow-scan television. The slow-scan television would occupy
a video baseband of approximately 70 kc corresponding to a frame rate of 1 to 2

frames per second and a resolution of 278 lines per frame. The vehicle should be

capable of receiving the same voice and command data format used for communi-

cating with the lunar base.

3.6.1.2 Functional Performance Trade Studies

3.6.1.2.1 Earth-Moon Links -- The ground instrumentation facilities planned for

the time period of the lunar base were examined for possible use as a ground sup-

port system. Use of a portion or all of these facilities would reduce the cost of

establishing a lunar base, shorten the time required for ground instrumentation,

and provide an Earth facility of proven capability.

The two facilities considered were the Apollo Ground Operational Support System

(GOSS) and the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility (DSIF). Both can be considered
to have proven capability and known characteristics. In addition, both consist of a

world-wide network that can provide 24-hour-per-day coverage. The DSIF, how-

ever, is designed primarily for unmanned vehicles engaged in deep-space explora-
tion. Furthermore, the DSIF can be expected to be fully engaged in communication

with many such probes during the time of interest. The Apollo GOSS has the dis-

tinct advantage of being designed for manned lunar exploration and is not being

programmed for conflicting missions. Hence, the Apollo GOSS will be given pri-

mary consideration as the Earth network for the lunar base, but its characteristics
are not considered as a limitation.
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The selectionof optimumfrequenciesfor theEarth-Moonlinks wasbasedinitially

on such factors as cosmic noise temperature, oxygen and atmospheric absorption,

and rainfall attenuation. It is found that S-band (1500 to 5000 mc) is a nearly opti-

mum band for these considerations, with antenna temperatures in the vicinity of
30_K for antenna elevation angles greater than 5 degrees. In addition, factors

such as component availability, compatibility with existing facilities, efficiency
of rf power generation, and available frequency bands further indicate S-band as

the optimum frequency band. For purposes of this study, specific frequencies

have been chosen within S-band for later analysis. These frequencies are nomi-
nally 2300 mc for the Moon-Earth link and 2100 mc for the Earth-Moon link.

3.6.1.2.2 Lunar Surface-Surface Links -- A major study effort has been made
to evaluate the various means of providing surface-surface communications for

the lunar base. The principal methods investigated were: (1) microwave relay,
(2) surface-Earth-lunar base relay, and (3) ground-wave propagation. As a re-

sult of these studies, several conclusions were reached regarding the potential

of each mode to provide adequate communications for lunar exploration (roving

vehicle or remote outpost). A portion of the study on ground-wave propagation
is included in the following paragraphs.

VLF/LF Ground-Wave Propagation -- The lack of information concerning the

lunar composition and environment complicates the determination of the require-

ments necessary for surface-to-surface communication systems on the Moon.

Lai'gely unknown factors that affect the communication systems are the values of

conductivity, permeability, and permittivity of the lunar surface material; the

possible presence of an ionosphere; the possibility of layering below the surface;
and the intensities of lunar and extralunar noise sources. The lunar communi-

cation studies at the present time can give only a general indication of what may

be expected in the way of propagation losses and antenna types.

In this study, ground-wave propagation is assumed over a smooth, homogeneous,

spherical lunar model of radius r 0 = 173.8 km in free space. The relative dielec-

tric constant of the material is assumed to be _ r = 1.5, and the magnetic per-
meability _ is assumed to be that of free space. All the calculations are made
for two values of conductivity a = 10 -4 and 10-3 mhos/meter. These values of

e r and a are consistent with general agreement that the relative dielectric con-

stant is close to unity, and that the conductivity of the lunar material is low.

External Noise --In this study, external noise is assumed due to galactic sources

only as observed on Earth and extrapolated for frequencies less than the plasma

frequency of about 20 mc/s. The empirical expression used, based on a refer-

ence temperature t o = 288.4°K, is:

fe = 1.585 x 105 (fmc)-2"3

where fmc is the frequency in megacycles.
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Basic Transmission Loss -- The basic transmission loss, L b, for points beyond

the radio horizon may be calculated following the numerical procedures developed

by various authors. In this study, Norton's method developed in 1955 has been

used to calculate the data shown in Figure 3.6-2 for a surface conductivity (a)
of 10 -4 mhos/meter.

Vertical Monopole Versus Horizontal Dipole -- Using the data derived in the study
for both the horizontal dipole and vertical monopole antennas, a comparative anal-

ysis of their radiation efficiency and antenna lengths is shown in Figure 3.6-3. As

indicated, a vertical monopole length in excess of 500 feet (160 meters) is required

to compare favorably with the efficiencies of a horizontal dipole at operating fre-

quencies greater than 65 kc. For the vertical monopole antenna to exhibit any

advantage in radiation efficiency within the LF band (30 to 300 kc), a ground plane

is required as indicated by the dotted portion of the curves, consisting of radial

wires several hundred feet in length. Although the monopole data was calculated

on the basis of a surface conductivity of 10 -4 mhos/meter, any improvement in

this factor would result primarily in reducing the size of the required radial

ground-plane (dotted portion of curves).

Conclusions --

1) The fundamental limitations of electrically short monopoles as expressed by

the equation, Qin/Efficiency = a constant, cannot be altered.

2) The efficiency of the long, horizontal, insulated dipole is low at frequencies

below 100 kc, but comparable efficiencies using a vertical monopole require

an antenna height of approximately 500 feet (160 meters).

3) The horizontal dipole does not have the bandwidth limitation imposed by the

use of the vertical monopole.

4) Using a horizontal dipole, an optimum frequency appears to exist in the vicin-

ity of 50 kc based on the previously discussed parameters of range, required

transmitter power, antenna length and weight, bandwidth, and feasibility of

erection.

5) The use of low-frequency surface-to-surface communications appears feasible

and practical for use on the lunar surface for the transmission of voice or

telegraphy data beyond line-of-sight from the lunar base to either a roving

vehicle or remote outpost. This concept also provides, as an aid to explora-

tion, a means of navigation on the lunar surface with modest transmitter power,

and antenna requirements.

3.6.1.3 Modular Division of Subsystems --

3.6.1.3.1 Rationale of Modular Division-- The communication subsystem has

been divided into six major modules in an attempt to satisfy the assumed require-

ments of Lunar Base Models 1 to 4 (see Figure 3.6-4). Section 3.6.2 of this

document contains the modular description. The modular breakdown used consists
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basically of grouping the active components (power consuming equipment) into one

set of modules (C-1 and C-5) and the passive components (antennas) into another

set of modules (C-2, C-3, and C-6). This modular division provides increased

reliability by using selected spare modules of lower reliability components.

The exception to this rationale is Module C-4. In this case, the module contains

all equipment, including antennas, to provide two-way emergency voice communi-

cations from each shelter (via S-band to Earth or VHF to a nearby roving astro-

naut or vehicle) independently of the other module. This module also serves to

provide for the transmission of checkout telemetry data from each shelter prior
to crew habitation.

3.6.1.3.2 Weight Statement- An overall weight statement is shown in Table

3.6-A for the communication subsystem for each of Lunar Base Models 1 to 4.

3.6.2 MODULE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

3.6.2.1 Module C-1--

3.6.2.1.1 Functional Description-- This module provides the basic communi-

cation equipment (exclusive of antennas and transmission lines) necessary for the

transmission and reception of voice, telemetry (experimental and subsystem mon-

itoring), television, command, and tracking data between a shelter or roving

vehicle and any one of the following communication terminals: auxiliary shelters,

Earth, roving astronauts, orbiting spacecraft, and experimental instrumentation

on the lunar surface. A functional block diagram of Module C-1 is shown accen-

tuated on Figure 3.6-5, as it is related to the remainder of the communication

subsystem.

3.6.2.1.2 Performance Specifications -- S-Band Voice/Data Links -- Referring

to Figure 3.6-5, the S-band communication equipment provides for the transmis-

sion of voice, telemetry data (subsystem monitoring), scientific data, and tele-

vision to Earth and for the reception of voice and command data from Earth. To

establish the performance of these two Moon-Earth links, modulation bandwidths

were formulated consistent with the requirements stated in Paragraph 3.6.1.1

for Base Models 1 and 2 as well as for the roving vehicle. The modulation base-

bands used in the analysis are illustrated below:

a) Voice/data transmission

t TM Data 4_- Voice -_liiiiiiiiii}iiiiii!iiiiii!ii!iiiiii}iiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiil
0 25 50 65 85 I00

Frequency (kc/s)
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Table 3.6-A

OVERALLWEIGHT STATEMENTFOR COMMUNICATIONSUBSYSTEM
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b) Television transmission

0 400

c) Voice/data reception

_/C Datal
0 10

Frequency(kc/s)

-,--Voice--*-

20 35 50 65
Frequency(kc/s)

Thetelevision basebandillustrated aboveis predicatedon the useof an analog
signal consistingof 10 frames/secondat a resolution of 278lines/frame.

VHF Voice/Data Links- The VHF communication equipment shown in Figure

3.6-5 is primarily for two-way voice communication between the shelter and

astronaut, vehicle, or spacecraft. Duplex frequency equipment is provided to

permit simultaneous two-way communication within line-of-sight range of the

shelter module.

In addition to voice communication, provisions are included in the module design

to receive psychological data (upon request) from the astronaut via an Apollo-type

beltpack transceiver. These data may be monitored locally in the shelter or re-

layed via S-band to Earth.

To aid in spacecraft navigation, a VHF beacon is provided in the module, whose

characteristics are compatible with the spacecraft equipment. A peak transmit-

ter power of 400 watts is required to provide a maximum range of 400 nautical

miles. This range will enable a spacecraft at an orbital altitude of 100 nautical

miles above the lunar surface to track the lunar base for all elevation angles

above 3 degrees from the local horizon.

LF Voice/Data Links -- Referring to Figure 3.6-5, two low-frequency transmit-

ters are shown for the transmission of either voice or navigational data to the

roving vehicle as it explores the lunar surface within a 200-mile radius of the

lunar base. Normally, navigational signals will be transmitted continuously when-

ever the roving vehicle is beyond the line-of-sight of the lunar base. This is

accomplished, for example, through the use of a code generator to produce a

series of conjugate signals in Morse Code such as the letters "A" and "N" for

separate transmission over the two horizontal dipole antennas. This technique,
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whichis similar to the rangebeaconsfor aircraft, wouldenablethe roving vehicle
to establish its bearing relative to the baseby comparingthe relative strength of
thetwo signals. A receptionat the vehicle of a continuous-wavetonewouldindi-
cateanequiangularbearing betweenthetwo dipoles.

Voicetransmissionwouldbe initiated by the receptionof voice signals from the
vehicle. In this event, the inputsto both transmitters are switchedover to the
voicecircuit as shownin Figure 3.6-5, sothat omnidirectional coverageis pro-
videdby the crossedhorizontal dipole antennas. At the termination of two-way
voicecommunications,the equipmentis switchedback to the "normal" naviga-
tional mode. The performanceof this link using 10-watt transmitters is shown
in Figure 3.6-6.

3.6.2.2 Module C-2

3.6.2.2.1 Functional Description-- This module is intended for use with Module

C-1. Primarily, the module contains antennas and transmission lines for the S-

band, VHF, and LF links, plus any accessory items such as duplexers or antenna

tuners. A high-gain S-band antenna is included for use with the wide-band data

link to Earth. Provisions must be included in the antenna design to enable period-

ical manual realignment of the antenna beam relative to Earth. A VHF antenna

system composed of a turnstile and whip antennas is included to cover the VHF

band and to provide proper operating characteristics for each of the VHF links.

A low-frequency antenna package is also included and consists of a duplexer,

tuner, and transmission line for two long-wire horizontal dipoles.

3.6.2.2.2 Performance Specifications -- S-Band Voice/Data Links -- Using the

data requirements and corresponding modulation basebands described earlier for

the transmission of voice, telemetry data, and television, and for the reception

of voice and command control data, circuit quality charts were developed and

analyzed for all of the major links. Two S-band charts are tabulated in Tables

3.6-B and 3.6-C for the Moon-Earth link.

3.6.2.3 Module C-3m

3.6.2.3.1 Functional Description-- This module is similar to Module C-2 in

that it consists primarily of antenna components to be used with Module C-1 for

roving vehicles. The antennas included in this module are:

1) High-gain S-band antenna (2-foot diameter) for Moon-Earth link;

2) VHF whip and turnstile antennas for roving astronaut, lunar base, and space-

craft links ;

3) LF receiving and transmitting antennas for vehicle/lunar-base link.
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Figure 3.6-6

LF SURFACE-TO-SURFACECOMMUNICATIONS
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LUNAR BASES 1 and 2

CIRCUIT -- MOON-EARTH

Table 3.6-B

CIRCUIT QUALITY CHART

MODULES C-1 and C-2

FUNCTION -- VOICE/DATA

PARAMETERS ASSUMED VALUE DECIBELS

F requeney (me)

Modulation/Index

T ransmitte r Power (dbw)

Transmit Antenna Gain (db)

Range (nautical nliles)

Free-Space Loss (db)

Predicted Losses I (db)

Receive Antenna Gain (db)

Received Signal Power (dbw)

Overall Receiver Noise Temperature (°K)

Receiver Noise Power in 1 cps (dbw)

Modulation Bandwidth, fm (kc)

RF Bandwidth (me)

Required Input SNR 2 in fm (db)

Output SNR (db)

Receiver Threshold (dbw)

2300

FM/I.0

5 watts

D = 4 feet

215,000

D = 85 feet

180

100

0.4

> 15

+7

+26.5

-212

-3

+53

-128.5

-206

+50

+15

-141

Circuit Margin (db) +12.5

NOTES: 1 This factor includes atmosphere, polarization, and hardware losses

2 Input SNR : signal power/noise power (kTfm) for FM demodulator
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LUNAR BASES 1 and 2

CIRCUIT -- MOON-EARTH

Table 3.6-C

CIRCUIT QUALITY CHART

MODULES C-I and C-2

FUNCTION -- TELEVISION

PARAMETERS ASSUMED VALUE DECIBELS

F rcquency (mc)

Modulation/Index

Transmitter Power (dbw)

Transmit Antenna Gain (db)

Range (nautical miles)

Free-Space Loss (db)

Predicted Losses 1 (db)

Receive Antenna Gain (db)

Received Signal Power (dbw)

2310

FM/2.5

20 watts

D = 4 feet

215,000

D = 85 feet

+13

+26.5

-212

-3

+53

-122.5

Overall Receiver Noise Temperature (°K) 180

Receiver Noise Power in 1 cps (dbw)

Modulation Bandwidth, fm (kc) 400

RF Bandwidth (mc) 2.8

Required Input SNR 2 in fm (db)

Output SNR (db) > 26

Receiver Threshold (dbw)

-206

+56

+18

-132

Circuit Margin (db) +9.5

NOTES: 1 This factor includes atmosphere, polarization, and hardware losses

2 Input SNR = signal power/noise power (kTfm) for FM demodulator
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3.6.2.4 Module C-4--

Prior to habitation, Module C-4 provides a narrow band (approximately 2000

bits per second) telemetry link via S-band (2.3 kmc) to Earth for subsystem

monitoring and checkout. This link will be activated and controlled by Earth

with an S-band (2.1 kmc) command receiver. The telemetry transmitter and

command receiver are diplexed to a common low-gain antenna that is an integral

part of the shelter module.

During the lunar-base mission period, Module C-4 is switched over to provide

for two-way emergency voice communications via S-band to Earth. In addition,

a VHF transceiver (simplex) provides two-way voice communication for each

shelter to either a roving astronaut or roving vehicle. Voice intercom units

using hard-line provide for shelter-to-shelter communications. The functional

block diagram of Module C-4 is shown in Figure 3.6-5.

3.6.2.5 Module C-5--

3.6.2.5.1 Functional Description--This module contains those supplemental

electronic components necessary to enable Module C-1 to provide an expanded

communications capability for the larger lunar-base installations. As shown

acceotuated in Figure 3.6-7, Module C-5 enhances the Mo0n-Earth link to pro-

vide, in addition to the larger volume of telemetry and scientific data, the fol-

lowing:

1) Voice/data relay capability from another terminal such as an orbiting

spacecraft;

2) Film scanning and readout for transmission of high-resolution pictures;

3) Transmission of commercial quality television;

4) Auxiliary data storage capability.

To assist in achieving Item 1) above, a VHF preamplifier has been inserted in

the spacecraft/base link to improve the receiver sensitivity along with a voice/

data demultiplexer.

The only other communication link that will be affected by Module C-5 is the LF

surface-to-surface link for the roving vehicle or possible remote lunar base. As

shown in Figure 3.6-7, power amplifiers have been added to provide increased

range and/or modulation bandwidth.

3.6.2.5.2 Performance Specifications -- S-Band Voice/Data Links -- As shown

in Figure 3.6-7, Module C-5 provides the supplemental electror_ics to Module

C-1 for the transmission to Earth of four voice channels with expansion capability

to six, commercial-quality television, and a telemetry data rate equivalent to

600 kbits per second (NRZ format). In addition, a utility channel is provided for

the relay transmission of voice/data or film scanner data. The module also
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provides for the receptionof 4 to 6 voice channelsfrom Earth andthus for full
duplexoperation. Provision is also madefor the receptionof 5 to 10kbits-per-
seconddigital commanddata.

To establish the performanceof thesetwo-wayMoon-Earthlinks, modulation
bandwidthswere formulatedandare illustrated below.

a) Voice/data transmission

Telemetry/Expt Data

}i! iiii i! i: i:iiiiii:ii=ii:i!i!=iiii=i!iii!i!ili!=ili!=il
0 300

Utility Data

filiiiiiiiiiiii!i!i!ililili!iiiiiiiiil
450 750

Modulation Baseband (kc/s)

Voice

II II
lilt

835 1000

b) Television transmission

.__i_i_i_i_i_i_i_i_i_:_i___i__________________________________!________________!____________________________________________!3
_i=i:i:!:i;!=i;i;i=iii;iii=iiiiii!i_ii_iii_i!iiiii!i!iiiiii!i_!i!ii_iiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!ii!ii_iiii!iiiiiiiiiii_iiiii!_

0 2

Modulation Baseband (mc/s)

c) Voice/data reception

fi..:/..C: Dati Voice
::i:!:_:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i; I ! l I

0 10 35 80 140

Modulation Baseband (kc/s)

200

The utility data channel shown above in illustration (a) has been inserted to pro-

vide a capability beyond the "normal" postulated requirements of a more com-

plex lunar base (Base Models 3 and 4). Some of the anticipated uses of this

channel are:

1) A redundant transmission of voice/data from an orbiting spacecraft (relay);

2) Transmission of stored experimental data in parallel to real-time trans-

mission of telemetry data;

3) Transmission of high-resolution film.

3.6.2.6 Module C-6u

3.6.2.6.1 Functional Description -- This module is intended to be used with

Modules C-1 and C-5. The module contains primarily antennas and transmission

lines for the S-band, VHF, and LF links.
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Thefunctionalblock diagram (Figure 3.6-7) shows, for the S-bandMoon-Earth
link, a high-gain antennausinga 12-foot parabolic dish. As a result of antenna
beamwidthconsiderations(approximately2.5 degreesat 3 decibelpoints), a
small boresight telescopeto assist in initial alignment anda drive mechanism
are attachedto the antennato ensureproper orientation of the beamrelative to
Earth andto compensatefor lunar vibrations. A VHF whipantennais provided
for lunar point-to-point communicationsrequired by roving astronauts or vehicles
within line-of-sight of the shelter module.

To enabletracking andreceptionof voice anddatafrom an orbiting spacecraft,
a VHFtracking antennamountedonanappropriate swivel tripod with attached
boresight telescopeis includedin this module. Theantennaelementconsists of
either a spiral-woundfeed in a cavity, or an end-fedhelix. For anantennagain
of 8to 10decibels, manualtracking by a simple open-loopantennadrive mech-
anismcanbe done.

AnLF antennapackageconsistingof duplexer, tuner, andtransmission line for
twolong-wire horizontal dipolesis includedfor the lunar surface-to-surface
link.
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3.7 SURFACEMOBILITY

The purpose of this subsystem is to provide transportation for moving people,

equipment, and material from place to place on the Moon during establishment

and operation of the lunar base system. Requirements for a roving type vehicle

and a multipurpose vehicle were assumed.

3.7.1 Locomotion Concepts

Modes of locomotion over land surfaces may be grouped into categories of rolling,

flying, jumping, and walking. Because of the excellent performance on Earth of

rolling surface-contact modes, and anticipated limitations of other modes in lunar

service, the rolling mode is considered the primary, most feasible candidate

for accomplishing satisfactory locomotion performance over lunar surfaces.

3.7.1.1 Rolling Mode m Locomotion performance in the surface-contact modes

is measured in terms of net traction, or drawbar pull. A "locomotion perfor-

mance" indicator is expressed in terms of drawbar pull/vehicle weight. Com-

parison of rigid wheels, flexible wheels, and tracks in terms of this performance

indicator shows that locomotion performance of flexible wheels and tracks is

substantially superior to that of the rigid wheel for all proposed lunar sites.

Since flexible wheels and tracks perform in a similar manner, only the flexible

wheel analysis is developed. It is shown that for maximum soft soil performance

of a vehicle using flexible wheels, the largest wheel diameter and wheel deflec-

tion possible is desirable. Conclusions concerning obstacle performance are

as follows:

1) Obstacle capability is directly proportional to the friction available

at the Vehicle/obstacle interface;

2) Vehicle obstacle capability is directly proportional to wheel diameter;

3) Drive torque requirements are directly proportional to wheel diameter;

4) Drive torque requirements are directly proportional to obstacle size;

5) Maximum obstacle capability requires an optimum relationship of wheel
radius to wheel base.

The effect of the number of wheels on soft-ground mobility performance is illus-

trated in Figure 3.7-1. The effect of wheel number is significant at low soil

strength but is less marked when more than eight wheels are used. Obstacle

climbing performance is influenced as shown in Figure 3.7-2.

3.7.1.2 Flight Mode --The concept of a rocket-powered, point-to-point, bal-

listic flight mode has been studied to establish performance requirements and to

estimate the capability of vehicles that might be developed within the lunar excur-

sion module technology. Anticipated propellant requirements for trips of useful

distance are so large that this concept appears practical only in combination with

the synthesis of propellants from lunar materials.
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3.7.1.3 Jumping Mode --Small jump belts appear to offer advantages as indi-
vidual personnel transports for short distances and to areas of difficult access.

Successful jumps have been accomplished on Earth and improved performance in

the lunar environment is anticipated due to lower gravity, absence of atmospheric
drag, and improved propulsion system performance in the vacuum environment.

3.7. 1. 4 Walking Mode-- Walking machines are characterized by complexity and

by sensing and guidance requirements that are difficult to satisfy. Also, they

are immobilized by soils that will support rolling vehicles of similar scale. Con-

sequently, the walking mode is of questionable value for further development.

3.7.2 Primary Power

The selected primary vehicular power system is the fuel cell with a silver-zinc

battery backup. This system will meet the power requirements, be suitable for

mobile operation, provide water as an exhaust product, operate at low power

density and fuel consumption, have good reliability, and will be compatible with

other power supplies within the lunar base system.

3.7.3 Vehicle Dynamics

The principal factors affecting the dynamic behavior of the lunar vehicle will be

its environment (gravitation field, soil conditions, surface contours, surface

details) and the vehicle requirements (tasks, weight limitations, limiting acceler-

ations, frequency ranges, limiting velocities, and limiting motions).

In the analysis, disturbances have been described in terms of axle motion rather

than surface contours. One- and two-degrees-of-freedom models have been

studied. Figure 3.7-3 illustrates the one-degree-of-freedom model and the

assumed versine trajectory of the axle. Figure 3.7--4A and 3.7-4B show the

two-degrees-of-freedom model. It is suggested that advanced concepts should

be subjected to a detailed investigation, including computer programming of a

mathematical model and physical model testing.

The design of the vehicle should ensure that slipping precedes overturning during

the negotiation of curves. Figure 3.7-5 illustrates the limiting conditions during
this maneuver.

Low power requirements and the lunar environment point to the choice of an

electrical drive. Other advantages include high traction forces at low speed, and

high acceleration torques for frequent start-stop conditions.

A comparison of a.c. versus d.c. motors shows the following advantages for the
d.c. motor:

1) Greater margin of torque;
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2) Probable compatibility with power supply;

3) Superior acceleration characteristics;

4) Fewer design restraints;

5) Simple speed control;

6) Greater horsepower per unit weight and volume;

7) Greater efficiency for wide load fluctuations.

The greatest advantage in d.c. vehicular control systems is achieved through

the use of the controlled, gated-power input method because of its flexibility,

versatility, and efficiency.

Figure 3.7-6 illustrates weight comparisons of a.c. and d.c. motors and controls.

Mechanical drive and steering investigations indicate that individual motors for

each driven wheel are desirable with either Ackerman or skid steering control.

Steering system choice, however, requires a more detailed quantitative analysis.

3.7.4 Structure

Estimates of LRV structural weights are based on the accelerations predicted

for launching and landing, radiation protection requirements, meteorite protec-

tion, and internal pressures. An all-titanium capsule structure has been tenta-

tively selected.

3.7.5 Life Support

A cabin atmosphere of pure oxygen at 4.0 psia was assumed. Oxygen require-

ments for surface vehicles will be 30 to 40 percent of the total life support

oxygen requirement. Radiators will be the primary heat sinks. The cryogenic

fuel supply, supplemented by evaporation of water or melting of ice, will sup-

plement the radiators.

3.7.6 Construction Performance

Primary work functions of the LRV during the base construction period will be

towing, powering light machinery, and some bulldozing operations.

A parametric study of the requirements of a towing operation, as shown in

Figure 3.7-7, shows that the application of power to all wheels provides superior

performance. Bulldozing requirements were analyzed to provide design data.

3.7.7 Concepts for Future Consideration

Two large-scale surface contact vehicles are suggested for study. An increased
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Figure 3.7-0
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mobility, range, and crew capacity appears possible through these concepts. A

combination surface-contact/flight system is also illustrated.

3.7.8 Mobility Modules

Mobility and work units are achieved by combining basic modules. A four-wheel

vehicle is the basic module (V-l), as shown in Figure 3.7-8. Greater mobility

can be achieved by adding the V-2 module (Figure 3.7-9). Construction tasks

require attachment of module E-2, a construction tool kit.
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Figure 3.7-7
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Figure 3.7-9 
6x6 SEMIFLEXIBLE LUNAR SURFACE V HICLE 
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3.8 FUEL SUBSYSTEM

3.8.1 SubsystemAnalysis

Chemical fuels are required throughout the evolution of the lunar base as a

source of energy for various power producers. Lunar Base 1, outposts of

Base 4, shelter construction modules, as well as the lunar roving vehicles

all use chemical fuels for their power producers. The chemical fuel selected

is liquid hydrogen. Liquid oxygen serves as the oxidant.

In addition, the fuel subsystem includes oxygen and nitrogen used to provide

base personnel life support. Water requirements will be included in this

section since water is both the product of the hydrogen-oxygen reaction and

the feed to the fuel regeneration plant.

3.8.1.1 Tradeoff Studies --The cryogenic tanks for Bases 1 and 2 are located

in a compartment just below the working space of the lunar shelter. Considera-

tion was given to insulating the walls, floor, and ceiling of the cryogenic tank

compartment to reduce the amount of insulation necessary for the cryogenic tanks.

Mass trade studies were made in which the insulation thicknesses on the cryo-

genic tanks and the floor, walls, and ceiling of the cryogenic tank compartment

were varied. The results of this optimization study are given in Figure 3.8-1.

A net savings in insulation mass of 16 percent is possible by insulating the

walls, floor, and ceiling of the cryogenic tank compartment.

A mass trade study was made in which the inside tank diameter, tank insulation

thickness, and amount of hydrogen boiloff were varied. The common considera-

tion for each case was that there be a 220-pound mass of liquid hydrogen remain-

ing in the tank after a 1-year unattended storage and minimum tank ullage equal

to 10 percent. The condition of the liquid at the start of the unattended-storage

year was assumed to be saturated liquid at 25°R. Because of the low vapor

pressure of liquid hydrogen at 25°R the hydrogen tank was assumed to be pressur-

ized to 1 atmosphere by means of a corrugated aluminum diaphragm installed

between the liquid hydrogen and the ullage space, and helium gas introduced

into the ullage space at the start of operations. For this study it was assumed

that the transfer plumbing was disconnected, and that no heat-leak penalty

would be incurred by the plumbing necessary for tank venting.

The results of the trade study are given in Figures 3.8-2, 3.8-3, 3.8-4, and

3.8-5. Figure 3.8-2 shows no net reduction in system mass if boiloff is

allowed until the inside diameter of the tank reaches 62 inches.

Minimum system mass occurred at an inside tank diameter of 63 inches and a

hydrogen boiloff of 15 percent of the original hydrogen content (see Figure 3.8-3).

However, only 18 pounds is saved by allowing boiloff, and it is recommended

that the hydrogen tank be unvented. Figure 3.8-4 shows the effect of insula-

tion thickness on tank and insulation mass for nonvented hydrogen storage.
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Theeffectof unattendedstorage time on the systemmassof a 63-inch-inside-
diameter, 220-poundhydrogentank for various starting conditionsis given
in Figure 3.8-5. Thetransfer plumbing(whenconnected)was assumedto be
thermally equivalentto three connectionsof 0.375- by 0. 065-inch-wall alumin-
tuntubingwith 1-inch-thick Teflonwashers inserted to reduceheatconduction.
Thecurves in this figure showthat, for nonventedstorage of hydrogen, the
hydrogentank plumbingmust bedisconnectedandtheinitial temperature of
thehydrogenreducedto at least 31°Rin order to store the hydrogenfor a
year without a severe weightpenalty. Assumingno vent line plumbingheat-
leakpenalty, it is estimatedthat the useof ventedtanksextendsby only 1
monththe permissible unattendedstorage time.

During 1-year unattendedstorage, the temperature andpressure of the cryo-
genic fluids will increase. Oncethe lunar baseis occupied, the cryogenic
tankswill be ventedto either the fuel cells or life support system. The result
of this ventingwill be to reduceappreciablythe temperatureandpressure of
thecryogenicfluids. With proper fuel management,the pressure within the
cryogenictanksfor the 3-monthoperationalperiod shouldnot exceedthe
pressure at the endof the year of unattendedstorage. Thepressure andmass
profiles for thehydrogentank for the 3-monthusagescheduleexpectedfor
Lunar Base1 are plotted in Figure 3.8-6. Estimatedhydrogenuseschedules
for Lunar Bases2, 3, and4 are suchthat the tankswill be depletedin 3 months
or less andthat the tank pressure cycling will be less severethan that shown
in Figure 3.8-6.

3.8.1.2 Results of Tradeoff Studies raThe results of the optimization of fuel

storage requirements are given in the following table:

SPHERICAL TANK REQUIREMENTS

Tank Description System Mass
Tank Diameter

Cryogenic Inside

Fluid (inches)

Hydrogen 63.0

Hydrogen 57.8

Oxygen 63.8

Oxygen 60.8

Oxygen 49.2

Nitrogen 57.3

Nitrogen 30.1
Water

Water

Water

Insulation Tank Plus Cryogenic

Outside Thickness Insulation Fluid Total

(inches) (inches) (pounds) {pounds) (pounds)
71.6 4.3 250 222 472

66.0 4.1 215 167 382

65.2 0.7 67 4594 4661

62.2 0.7 64 4050 4114

51.4 1.1 51 2042 2093

59.3 1.0 60 2367 2427

33.5 1.7 51 300 351

61.0 0 96 3664 3760

53.3 0 64 2425 2489

38.1 0 24 900 924
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Figure 3.8-3

EFFECTOFTANK DIAMETERON HYDROGENTANK SYSTEMMASS
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Figure3.8-5
LIQUID HYDROGENSTORAGE

PENALTIES INCURRED AS A FUNCTION OF TIME

O
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TIME OF UNATTENDED STORAGE_ MO_THS
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I|.

A.

B.

(Starting conditions of hydrogen)
Liquid at 14.7 psia (36.5"R).
Liquid st 5.2 psia (31.O_R).

Liquid at 1.07 psia (25.0"R).
Liquid and ice (50-50 by weight) at 1.O7 psia (25.O*R).

5%_nsfer plumbing connected.
2_ansfer plumbihg disconr.ccted.
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Figure 3.8-6

PRESSUREPROFILEFORBASE i USAGESCHEDULE
220-POUNDLIQUIDHYDROGENTANK

0
0

FUE L REGENERATION REQUIREMENTS

Amount Regenerated

Liquid Liquid

Hydrogen Oxygen Total

(pounds (pounds (pounds

mass) mass) mass)

925 7405 8330

System Mass Volume

Electrolyzer

Electrolyzer Liquefaction and

Plant Plant Total Liquefaction

(pounds) (pounds) (pounds) (cubic ft)

420 47 467 6

3.8.2 Fuel Storage and Transfer Module

The primary fuel storage and transfer module with storage capacity for the

entire fuel requirements of Lunar Base 1 is shown in Figure 3.8-7. This

module is used in all four lunar bases with additional fuel to meet total require-

ments being supplied in similar modules F-2, F-3, and F--4. The hydrogen

and oxygen fuel regeneration module (F-5), designed by Allison Division,

General Motors Corporation, is summarized in the preceding table, and shown in

Figure 3.8-8. This module is used in Lunar Bases 3 and 4, requiring power

supply from the central nuclear power supply.
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Figure 3.8-7
FUELSUBSYSTEM MODULEF-1



Figure 3.8-8

FUELREGENERATIONMODULEF-5
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3.9 MAINTENANCE SUBSYSTEM

3.9.1 Maintenance Concept

A key concept of the entire lunar base implementation is reduction m or, ideally,

eliminationm of servicing or maintenance requirements. This concept is becom-

ing increasingly common and successful on Earth for a variety of industrial pro-

ducts ranging from watches and small appliances to complete automobiles. The

incentives for this approach are many times magnified when applied to operations

on the Moon, despite the increased difficulty in meeting design goals. The neces-

sity for maximum economy in the use of expendables applies even to such seemingly

simple operations as lubrication, where the logistics investment in manhours and

tools may be enormous relative to actual lubricant consumption.

Although W'total reliability" without excessive redundancy may not be attainable,

this goal, plus a modest fault-correction capability of the crew, has been chosen

in preference to the opposite course of "total maintainability." Implicit in this

goal is the elimination of preventive maintenance. With design for suitably high

reliability, there should be no benefit- and only increased cost and risk- from

disassembling or otherwise tampering with equipment that shows no evidence of
failure or incipient failure.

With a few exceptions where a minor repair would restore a major module, such

as in the case of a small leak in the pressure shell of a shelter structure, replace-

ment at the module or submodule level is provided in lieu of repair, in instances

where marginal reliability is indicated. Low-reliability designs are categorically
eliminated.

3.9.2 Maintenance Modules

The highest degree of integration of a maintenance module would be a centralized

unit comprising an environmentally controlled structure with doors suitable for

receiving all equipment to be maintained; all necessary shop facilities, such as

fixed work benches and tooling installations i all necessary powered or unpowered

hand tools; a mobile work bench and tool chest; and a stock of all spare parts and

standard shop items, such as fasteners, abrasives, solvents, lubricants, sur-

face coatings, etc. An investment of this type does not appear necessary with

the chosen doctrine of design for maximum reliability rather than for maximum

maintainability.

The facility investments required for extensive maintenance can also be ques-
tioned on the basis of their effective utilization. The lunar mission should not

be required to support a crew member on the basis of his skills in the various
maintenance crafts. Normal crew selection would tend toward the choice of

scientists with reasonable handyman talents, rather than scientifically inclined
mechanics or repairmen.
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Since most of the maintenance inventory will require environmental protection,

and much of it would be used within the shelter, space will be provided for

orderly stowage of maintenance gear in the normally pressurized volume. To

make effective use of less-accessible spaces for infrequently needed items, the

requirement of a unitized maintenance package is not recommended. To pre-

serve the concept of maintenance modules, however, and to indicate the incre-

mental requirements for the more advanced bases, the following weights (in

pounds) are estimated.

ESTIMATED WEIGHTS OF MAINTENANCE MODULES

Item We_ht

M-1 Spares and tools for each shelter 400

M-2 Construction equipment spares, tools, and

additional shelter spares for Base 2 6OO

M-3 Additional construction equipment spares and
tools for Base 3 400

M-4 Additional repair equipment, spares, and tools
for Base 4 4OO

BASE EFFECTIVITY OF MODULES

Base Number

1 2 3 4

Module Qty wt (Lb) Qty Wt (Lb) Qty wt (Lb) Qty wt (Lb)

M-1 1 400 1 400 2 800 3 1200

M-2 1 600 1 600 1 600

M-3 1 400 1 400

M-4 1 400

Total 400 1000 1800 2600

The maintenance inventory will consist of spares at the submodule or major com-

ponent level, and the necessary tools for their installatio.n. Since the task
requirements are scaled to limited crew capability, the tools will be simple and

basic in nature and, hence, multipurpose in application.
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AU

Base Model

Base Model 1

Base Model 2

Base Model 3

Base Model 4

Base Site

Base Site A

Base Site B

Base Site C

Boiloff

C-1

c. g.

CRU

CSM

CTV

ECS

E PUT

F-I

FIFO

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Astronomical Unit--average distance between Earth and Sun

A specific example of a lunar exploration support system,

connoting crew size, mission duration, and scope of exploration

3 men, 3 months

6 men, 6 months

12 men, 12+ months

18 men, 24+ months

A specific example of a lunar base location, connoting surface
and subsurface characteristics

5.6 °N, 26. 6 °W

12.6°S, 2.9°W

40.9°S, 11. l°W

Amount of cryogenic fluid lost by venting to the surroundings

Communications module; also C-2, C-3, etc.

Center of gravity

Combined Rotating Unit

Command and Service Module of Apollo System

Crew Transport Vehicle--generalized reference to the manned

elements of an Earth-Moon transportation system

Environment control system

Events per unit time

Fuel supply module; also F-2, F-3, etc.

First In-- First Out: sequence of rotating crewman
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IR

L-1

LEM

LF

LH 2

LLV

LO 2

LRV

LSS

M-I

Module

MTBF

N204-50/50

NPSH

OWBU

P-1

parsec

rem

R.Q.

Saturated

Liquid

Infrared radiation

Life support system module; also L-2, L-3, etc.

Lunar excursion module of Apollo system

Low frequency band communication system (30-300 kilocycles)

Liquid hydrogen

Lunar logistics vehicle

Liquid oxygen

Lunar roving vehicle--lunar surface mobility apparatus

Life support system

Maintenance module; also M-2, M-3, etc.

A discrete embodiment of all or a portion of specified functional

equipment

Mean time between failures

N204 oxidizer with 50% UDMH and 50% hydrazine fuel

Net positive suction head: the hydrostatic head of liquid above

saturation pressure required at the pump inlet to prevent

cavitation

One-way buildup

Power supply module; also P-2, P-3, etc.

Radial distance at which Earth's orbit subtends one second of

arc

Roentgen equivalent man: radiation unit

Respiratory quotient of man: ratio of carbon dioxide exhaled to

oxy.gen consumed

For the one component systems used in this study, liquid at the

temperature of its boiling point
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Saturated

Vapor

S-1

S-band

SFC

SM

Subsystem

Super-

insulation

V-1

VHF

VLF

UDMH

UV

X-1

For the one component systems used in this study, saturated

vapor is the vapor in equilibrium with its saturated liquid

Shelter module; also S-2, S-3, etc.

Communication system frequency band between 2 and 3 kme

(109 cycles per second)

Specific fuel consumption

Service module

The aggregate of equipment and materials which together performs

all of a unique functional purpose, e. g., crew shelter, power

generation, communications, etc.

Linde SI-44 multilayer insulation consisting of 35 to 70 alternate

layers of aluminum foil and submicron glass fiber paper with

intervening spaces evacuated to a pressure of less than 1 micron

of mercury.

Lunar roving vehicle

Very high frequency band communication system (30-300 megacycles)

Very low frequency band communication system (3-30 kilocycles)

Unsymmetrical dimethylohydrazine

Ultraviolet radiation

Mission support module: scientific experimental apparatus
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SYMBOLS AND UNITS

A = surface area, square foot

A = surface area, square foot
s

aI = radius of monopole antenna element, meters

Brf = radio frequency bandwidth, cycles per second

e

C =

C =

c /c =
a r

b/a = ratio of semiminor to semimajor axes of ellipse

b = footprint width, inch

crew capacity of spacecraft

sandwich structure core thickness, inch

velocity of sound in shield material

ratio of weight of cargo transported to number of crewmen, pounds

per man

D = base diameter, foot

D ____

D =

d =

d =

Es =

F =

F_ =

f
m

fl

G R

radiation dosage, rads

wheel diameter, inch

diameter of largest meteoroid protected against, inch

sandwich thickness, inch

elastic modulus, psi.

communication system carrier frequency, mc

meteoroid particle flux having mass m or greater, number/ft 2 second

--- modulation bandwidth, cycles per second

= coefficient in shield thickness to exposure ratio

= receiving antenna gain, decibel
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G T = transmitting antenna gain, decibel

2
g = acceleration of gravity, ft/sec

H = gross tractive effort, pound

h = obstacle height, inch

h = sandwich structure thickness, inch

h = shelter height, foot

K = buckling coefficient, monocoque cylinder in compression

K 1 = power coefficient, LRV

K 2 = power coefficient, trailer

K = coefficient for compression
c

k = thermal conductivity, Btu in./hr, ft.2 oF

-23
k = Boltzmann constant 1.38 x I0 joule 1 °K

k_ = frictional modulus of deformation, Ib/in. n + 2

L = launch rate, vehicles per month

L = quonset length, foot

L = wheel base, inch

Lfs = free space attenuation, decibel

L = total communication system losses, decibel
s

I = height of monopole antenna, meters

I = footprint length, inch

M = communication system power margin, decibel

m = meteoroid mass, slug

N = number of crewmen at base
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PT

N = -lnPo_ 1- Po

_I> = meteoroid particle flux having mass m or greater number/ft 2 second

N i = load per unit length of circumference, pound per inch

N R = overall receiving system thermal noise power, decibel

n = number of particles

P = probability of n meteoroid strikes of mass m or greater
n

p = probability of no meteorite penetration
O

P = probability of not exceeding radiation dosage
o

= transmitter power, kw

p = depth of meteoroid penetration, inch

p = pressure, psi

Pl' P2 = load index ratios

Q = quality of a tuner

Q leak =

R =

R =

R a =

R
a

R
C

R G

R L

R R

shelter heat leak, Btu in./hr ft 2 °F

radius of shelter, feet

range, nautical miles

meteoroid flux correction ratio

= average of inner and outer radii, inch

= bulldozing resistance, pounds

= soil compaction resistance, pounds

= grade resistance, pound

= loss resistance due to ground system

= radiation resistance, 18. 3 (_1) 2
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RR -- rolling resistance, pound

r = wheelradius, inch

r = single shield thickness, inchs

S = crew staytime. month

{S/N)i n = input signal-to-noise ratio

T = temperature, °F

T = total equivalent system noise temperature, °K
s

T = equilibrium wall temperature, °F
w

AT = temperature difference through cabin wall, °F

= effective thickness of a sandwich structure, inch

t = insulation thickness, inch

t = thickness of material, inch

= total shielding thickness, inch

tDS = double shield thickness of aluminum, inch

t = shielding thickness, inch
s

t = single shield thickness of aluminum, inch
ss

t = face thickness, inch
x

V = velocity of meteoroid, ft/sec

V = volume, cubic feet

XA = antenna reactance

W = weight per unit area. pound per square foot

W = weight, pound

W B = ballast weight, pound
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W
e

Wf

W
S

W T =

W =
V

X =

= fuel and tank weight of power supply, pound

= system fixed weight of power supply, pound

= weight of shielding per unit surface area, pound per square foot

weight of vehicle, trailer and payload, pound

weight of vehicle, pound

crevice width, foot

Z = sinkage, inch

a = meteoroid environment parameter, slug/ft 2

a s = solar absorptance

= absorptivityas

• _ = 2 w/k , reciprocal meter

= meteoroid environment parameter

¥ =

), =

8 =

_g ---

second

slope of grade, degrees

penetration parameter

soil density, pounds per cubic inch

solid angle "seen" by a point, steradians

wheel deflection

emissivity

relative dielectric constant of lunar material

c = permittivity of free space
o

0 = angle between sun's rays and normal to wall element, radians

0 = slope of grade, degrees

= performance indicator (drawbar pull/W T)
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Ucy

°TU

P

Jt = wavelength, meter

/_ = coefficient of friction

a = allowable stress, psi

¢ = lunar surface conductivity mho/meter

¢cr = critical stress, psi

= allowable compression yield stress, ps_

= ultimate tensile strength, psi

= material density, pound per cubic foot

pc - core density, pound per cubic inch

pm = density of meteoroid particle, pound per cubic foot

Pf = face density, pound per cubic inch

Ps = density of shielding, pound per cubic foot

_b = soil internal friction angle, degrees
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